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The purpose of this book is to review-the methods for well 

. _ drillin; and digging which can be done with local material and by . 

local people. The book is intended for engineers, agronomists B 

health experts, etc. who may wish to help people obtain a better q 

water supply. _ The book is hot for highly sophisticated ‘societies 

nor for those interested in the normal, capital-intensive’techniques’ 

of well drilling. The aim of the book is not to provide formulae and 

detailed instructions for specific conditions but to provide ideas, some ‘. 
of which may be useful in a specific location” . <The emphasis is on 

using and building on resources which are available rather than on 

importing technologies. . . 
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The need ‘for water IS common to all living things. Man’s health 
and well-being dep@nd upon an adequate water s~lpply to full11 his bodily 
needs ;,, to make hygiene possible and to produce the food he eats. Where 
water is inadequate, life is a strug-gle for ex*istence? I 

Fresh wate% occurs naturally on the earth’s surface iq springs, 
streams,, rivers and lakes. However, these sources of water are not 
uniformly distributed. htoreover, they may be intermittent and it would 
severely limit the locations where man could live if he had to depend solelv 
on surface water. Thrs constraint spurred man to learn how to sink wells, 
to exploit underground water thousands of years ago. The ability to create 
a water supply which &dependable, clean and in a9desired”location is a . 
skill which should be ranked second to none in the development of mankind. ’ 
The social and strategic importance of wells can be learned from many ’ 
historic accounts. I 

1 In addition to supplying man’s ewn needs and those of the animals 
he razes, 
his food. 

water from wells may be used to ‘rrigate the crops whph produce 
Sometimes irrigation is the ~01’~ source of water for plants. / In 

other cases irrigation water may be,used only to start plants in seedbeds, so 
that they may make maximum use of natural rainfall when it be.comes available. 
In still other cases, irrigation may be used only to supplement rainfall when 
it becomes insufficient. In the last two cases, relatively small quantities of 

* water can lead to big increases in yields. Irrigation may also make it 
possible to have fresh fruits and vegetables in the.diet when they would 
otherwise be unavailable. 

I 
While very sophisticated and expensive well drilling equipment has 

been developed, especially in response to demands of the petroleum industry, 
an amazing variety of simple, low-cost techniques exist. These techniques 
tend to be low capital. labour intensive, and have been successfully used 
under many conditions on self-help well construction.projects around. the 
world. Since in many areas people are under-emplo$ed at some time during ! 
the year ,. their spare time can be used toward the‘improvement of their owh 
well-being and toward an increased economic base through irrigation.2 
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2. GROUND, WAT*ER OCCURRENCE 1 . 
I ---Y . . 

When precipitation falls (Figure I) it may: (i) be evaporated from the 
earth’s surface or from the leaves of plants (evapotranspiration) whose roots have - 
taken up the moisture from the soil; (ii) flow along or near the surface of the 
earth in watercourses lof ever-increasing size until it reaches the ocean; 
(iii) inf$ltraQe down through the.,,pores or crevices of the earth’s mantle eithek at 
the point where it falls or ‘at some distant point to which surface flow has carried 
it. Water which evaporates from She earth’s surface or bodies of water is ready 
t.o start the cycle over again as precipitation. 

When water is added to dry or unsaturated” soil it is held-in the voids 
between particles by capillary forces. Once the voids are saturated, however, 
the water is.free to descend under the effect of gravity. As long as there is 
sufficient water to maintain saturation, the water will descend<until it is stopped 
by some impervious layer, such as rock or highly impervious clay. The water 

, can then flow laterally through the voids or rock crevices above the barrier. If 
. ther-e are significant differences in surface elevation, the water may flow out 

along the impervious layer at some lower point called a spring. If a hole is made 
vertically down into the saturated .layer , water will flow into the\hole. If the *,- 
saturated layer has sufficient interconnected voids, water will flow through it 
relatively raapidly. When the saturated layer yields water in economic quantities, 

. it is called an aquifer and the hol+e made into it could be developed into a well. 
1 id- 

The la$k of resistance to flow through porous material is called permeability. 
In general, fine grained material such as clay or silt is low in permeability; 
sand is of medium permeability, and gravel is most permeable. Fractured rock 
varies in permeability depknding,on &e degree and pattern of fracture. The,, , I 
quantity of .water which can be stored in an aquifer is equal to the-total volume 
of voids between th-e solid particles. The fraction of the total volumel,of an - ~-~ ~, ‘--,---- 
aquifer made up of voids is called porosity. If the voids are intercontiected, /I 

aquifers of -high porosity also tend to have high permeability. 
.4-. 
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Fig. 1 r Hydrologic cycle* 
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. Sometimes groundwater is trapped under an impervlbus layer’. An- 
aquifer thus located is called a confined aquifer. If the inflow area to a confined 
aquifer is higher than the confining Jayer where a well penetrates it, the water _ 
wilb be ‘under pressure and will rise in the well to some level above the confining 
layer. Such a well is referred to as antesian. 
the well a “flowing well” results. 

If the water rises to th$ top of 
:, / 

Obviously some locations offer better chances for successful wells than 
others, Clues which can be helpful in selecting well locations are (i) locations ’ 
and depth to water of existing wells; (ii) existence of springs and/or streams; 
(iii) relative locations of i filtration areas and rock outcroppings which might 
constitute an impervious la $ 

_- 
er; and (iv) existence of known phreatophytes ,. * 

(plants requiring abundant water 4 whose roots, ?%equently extend tq, the water 
table). In some areas of uniform geology, such as certain alluvial dPposits in ’ 

. 

valleys, wells can be constructed anywhere with equal success. 

In the absence of any clues or data 
I 

a test boringscan be carried out by 
one of the methods described under small.d&neter wells. Such a boring can be 
carri’ed out relatively quickly and cheaply and can save considerable time, money 
and frustration in the long run. 

When a well is pumped, 
static level (Figure 2). 

the water in it drops to some level below the 
The water surface in the aquifer then forms a “cone of ’ 

depression” as it sloges from the static level at some fairly large radius, R, to 
the well whose radius is r. If the well completely penetrates the aquifer with 
the static height of water being H and the height of water durin-g pumping, h, then 
theoretical considerations give : / , 

Q = Fw = -KIFg+;;c$, h, 2 h2 ’ i 

where: Q = yield e 
e, 

or rate of pumping (e. g. m3/hr ,\ + ‘i 
litres/sec, etc.) 

K = permeability of the aquifer 

\TATlC- WATER TABLE 

.I 1 

‘\ ” IMPERVIOUS LI 
\\\\\\\\ 

--p-R------/ ._ 

~~Nll--, _( . 
DURING PUMPING ) 

-WATER LEVEL IN WELL 
DURING PUMPING * 

&& 
,/, ’ 

UNCONFINED AQUlFliR 
a 

L PERMEABILITY =K 

Fig. 2 Flow into a well . 
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(H -h) is known as the “drawdown” of the well. If the drawdown is small ’ 

-compared to H, then the term (H + h) is approximately equal to-2H and the yield, 
Q, is approximately proportional to the product of H times the dr”awdown. This 
shows th importance of penetrating the aquifer to an adequate depth. By contrast, 
the yield, Q, is much less responsive to changes in -well diageter , J since it is 
inversely proportional to the natural log of the-ratio, (R/r). 

* a 
I’ . 

3. .I ‘COMP&RISON OF LARGE AND SMALL DIAMETER ,WELL$ s 
* 

\ , 

Using the.ecpression given above, the yield of a hypothetical 15 cm 
. ‘diameter well might be compared with that Iof a 150 cm diameter well, assuming 

that the cone of depression extends 25 -m beyond the periphery of each well and 
that the depths of penetrationrare ‘the same. .Under these conditions the larde 
diameter well will yield approximately 1,6 times as much water as the small 

’ diameter well. f However,. the volume of material excavated in making the larger 
well would be 100 times that of the small.well. By contrast, increasing H. from 
2 m to 3 m while holding the drawdown constant at 0.5 m would make the yield 
2.3 times greater for a well of a given diameter. These examples, while over- ’ . 
simplified, help to point out that increasing depth is frequently a more efficient ‘. i 
way of ,increasing the yield of a well than.is increasing the diameter. # 

I. P 
In this paper a large diame_ter well is defined as one which is large 

enough for workers to enter for construction or maintenance. A small diameter 
well, on the other hand, is one which is too small to, enter and is constructed 
from the ground sur&e using special tools. .Table 1 lists some advantages and 
disadvantages of the two types of wells. 

,>, 
. 

..\ 77 
Table 2 .compares variou,s methods for drilling-small’ diameter wells. .’ 

. Summing these different drilling techniques with the various methods and 
materials available! for large diameter well construction gives a large total of 
options for self-help well projects.. These options are compounded by the :, . 
possibility of combining various techniques and/or materials in a single well. 

,,:- 
.I The final choice will depend on many factors including: +’ 

a+ 
- the geology of the location ’ 4 

< 
- materials av’ailable and their cost 

*: 
-a+ailable and their’cost 1 

* - 1.. ” s.e of the well; . . 
In some cases, ‘the most desirable ty@& of well or construction technique :. 

may be determined only after, -,ome trial and error. ,. . I* 

‘.,. In considering whether to have a large or small diameter well, it is 
important to consider also whether wpter storage is needed, particularly in the 
poorly permeable rocks where wells cannot obtain large flows even iq,,,the best , 
conditions .L If storage is needed then cost of a surface reservoir or t&k shoul4 
be included in the small well, option to compare fairly with the cost of farge wells. 

I . . c t 
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Table 1.: RELATIVE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES a 
OF SMALL AND LARGE,DIAMETER WELLS , I,) ,.- 

__ . . , J Equipment Required: 

(1) For*&nstruction 

(2) For Raising Water 

Cost of Con5truction 

Sanitation 

. Safety 

‘5 ’ I. i 

l :r 

‘ 

II * 
i 

Maximum Number of 
People Able to Use the 
Well Concurrently 

* Rate o.f Discharge - 
Possible 

. 

7 J 
'Skill Required: 

(l),Well Construction 

, ,'k A' 
(2) Water Raising 

* Equipment 
$ 

Reliability: 

(1) Well 

?2) Water Raising 
'1 ." .,c ?4 -, 

Ability to"Store Water 
For, Hours of Peak I 
Dem$(nd (Of-Possible 
Importance When the 
Permeability of the 

'Aquifer is Very Low). 
Limitations on When 
We,ll&ay He Con- 
structed. '. 

SMALL' 
(1) Specialized equipment 

such as aug,er5 and 
bailing buckets re- 
quired. 

(2) Specialized equipment 
such as pumps or small 
diameter well buckets 
are necessary. * 

Lower, because relatively 
little material is re- 
quired. Y 
Potentially good, espe- 
cially whenua hand pump 
is used. 

\ 
Danger during construc- 
ion and use negligible. 

.$ 3 R- ) 

f---- ?,, 
Pot 

f! 
tiall!y better since 

we1 can be made almost 
any depth below static 
water le.vel. Good pos-' 
sibitity of putting 
perforated part of casing 

kin material of high 
'sermeability. 

(1) Somewhat more'; since 
tools are special-and 

-work can't be seen. 

(2) M&e, must be able,to 
.maintain and repair 
pump and/,ar small 
dia. well buckets. 

(1) Excellent 

r 

(2) Frequently ,a+-problem 
under villa'ge use 
(requires trained 

maintenance personnel) 
Negligible. %-, ~ 

'\ _ \ 

None 

1 
LARGE 

(1) Li.tt-ke'special- 
ized.equipment 
is absolutely 1 
necessary'.- 

. 
(2) 'Ropes and buckets 

are frequently 
used. 

/ > 
Higher, because much 
more material is 
required. 
Poor, ' since ton of 
well.i5 open. -Buckets 
and ropes which may be 

.dirty are' used in the ‘b 
well. 

-Construction: Danger 
o-f cave-in mgv'.be 

.* ” 

eliminated by pi7oper -e 
construction. ilanger 
of something drop$ing 
on worker.in well al- 
ways possible. 
Use: . . 
7 Proper construe-' 
tion of top of well 
can.minim+z danger of 
people falling in. 

II ". . 
‘t 

Three'or Four 

Depth to which well 1' 
may be excavated be- 

' low static water level 
<is limited by equip- 1 
ment. Therefore, rate 
of discharge is limited 

. . 

(1) Somewhat 'less. - 

(2) Little required a 

: . 
. 

Jl) Gqyd onliif cer- 
tain-precautions 

.are taken in con- .I 
strutting the l 

. bottom o-f the well. 

(2) G&L . 
0 

May be increased by 
increasing the.dia- 
meter and depth of 

'well. 

i 

water level 
lowest. 



TABLE 2. A SUMMARY OF METHODS FOR DRILLING SMALL UIAMETER WELLS 

Jc -_ I 
liti P~NETR'ATION IS ACCOMPLISIILD 

AUCtH, DLTALHABLL TUULLAR LXTLN5IDN5. 
A HANllLi FOR ROTATIflG. 

AI)V~TN;fSIDISADVMrTAGIS, LIMITATlONS 

CUTTING LIPS OF A ROTATI:IG AUGtK SHAVE 
OR CUT MfirtRlAL LOOSL FR@! THL ROTTOM 
OF THE HDLE. 

LIIUIPMENT f: SIMPLL AND CAN UiUAllY EL 
FABRICATID u1 AUAPTID LOCALLY. CANliOi 
PENLTRATL HARD FMIMATIa4S. UNLWPLING 
tXTCTLNIIUI5 ILOWS WORK AT GRCATLR DLPTHS. 
IJ:UALLY LA;~NOT ill U<[~J BEI ckl THL WATLP 
TARLL. 
L- 

q 

FAST &D SIMPLE. 

--____ -___--____ 
A POINT ON THt LOWER [Nil OF A STRING OF 
PIPE ALLOWS THE PIPE 10 PCNLTRATE AS IT 
IS DRIVEN ON THE UPPtA [NO. 

UPIVL :'OINT WHICH (JSUALLY ALSO IHLLUDL 
WELL iCREEl ABOVL IT. SPtCIAL ORIVk.PI 
WlTY COUPLlIIGS, DRIVI CAP, AND UPfitH. 

MAlLRlAl Ii INOT RLMOVlD 11101 lllt HOLL, 
BUT I: FOALtD OUT LATLRAILY AS ItlL URIVI 
POINT IS FOK(LD THRCULH IT. 

iPLC7AL WELL POlNiS RllU HLAVY URIVL PIpl 
MAY NOT RF AVAliAULL LOCALLY. HAHD FMU4A 
TIONS CAI4NOT BI PENCTRATCD. LIMITLL 113 
IbV+LL UI/V4[TERS. BJTMULTIPLL WtLL POINTS 
MAY 01 CONNLLTLU TO A LObtlCY~ PUMP, 

VRIUEN 

A HIGH VELOCITY STREc-PM OF WATER COMIIIG 
OUT OF THE BOTTOM OF A VERTICAL PIPE 
WASHES AWAY MATERIAL AHEAD OF IT AS IT 
IS LOWERED. 

THL WATLP USil, FOP DPILLING HLTURNi TO 
THL GRCLll10 SUHf ALE f1Y WAY Of- Tlil ANIIIJ- 
IAR SPACL ARoJliO Tilt- JtTTlllG PIPL LAR- 
RYING Tti[ !IATLRIAL RLMOVFU W.7TH IT. 

PIPE FQI;IPPEI) WITH ~JFSTING QRIFfCC(3j 
LCWER ENU, COIIPLIIiCS, SUITABLt PUMP (H 
OR HOTOR POWERED), FLCXIBLE COIIIICCTIM~ 
BETNEEN PUMP AIID..PIPC, AliD SUPPLY OF 
LIATER. 

FAST. 
I.AIIIIOT PLNLTRATI HMU Fa4f4ATI 04s 

JETTED UIfFIClllTY IN BRINGING LARGL GRAVtL OP 
STCNE TO THL SURFACE. 
DRILLING lQlJIF+iENr CAN BE FAt?HlCATLU 
LOCALLY, HUT A PUMP AI10 A SO;IRLE m 
WATER ARE REQUIKtU. 

THE HOLE IS KEPT FULL OF WATER. THE 
ALTERNATE RAISING AllD DROPPING OF A 
STRING OF PIPE EQUIPPED WITH A CUTTING 
BIT AT THE BOTTCtl ALLOWS PENETRAiIOR 
BY A COHBINATIW OF MECHAI~ICAI. AND 
HYDRAULIC ACTIC'I. 

HOLLOW DRILL BIT WITH WATER IIILETS ANu 
CHECK VALVE, STRII~G OF PIPE, DEVICES T 
AID RAISING Ali2 JROPPING. A IIAII'S tIAN 
OVER THE TOP OF THE DRILL PIPE MAY BE 
SUBSTITUTED FOR THE CHECK VALVC. 

THt RAISING AllC DROPPI:iG ACTICN IN Coil- 
jlJNCTIC(i WITP THE CHECK VALVL CAUSCS 
WATLR TO BE PUMPED UP THL INSlOt OF THt 
DRILL PIPE CARRVI'IG TtIi CUTTINGS IWITH 
Ii. 

tUUIPMC!IT CAN BL FABRICA~LD LOCALLY DP 
PURCHASID. WATER REQUIRED. TRADITIO(I- 
ALLY IJSCU IN SCMC AHLAS, THUS UI7SLRSTOOD 
BY LOCAL IlELL OIIILLtRS. Ii,%0 FORMATION5 
CANNOT Et PENETRATF3. UIFFILULTY IN 

HvmAuLIC 

PERCUSS704 

CABLE 
TCOL 

PERCUSSl(hl 

BRIHGIfIG LARGE GRAVEL OR STCNES TO THE 
SURFACE. 

HEAVY ORILL BIT, ROPE OR CARLL, DEVICE 
TO AID RAISING AND DROPPING. 

IHE PULVCRIZED CyrrIliGS ARL MIXLD INTO A 
SLURRY WITH WATCR DURING DRILLING. 
THESE ARC RCMDVLU USING A BAILER. 

ALL FOHMATlCliS CAll BE PLNETRATED AT VARV- 
ING RATES. SO1E WATER RCQUIRED. C(FIMER- 
CIALLY BUILT RIG IS EXPENSIVE AND REOUIRt 
LONSIDERABLC SKILL TO OPERATE, BUi A SIM- 
PLE SET OF ICQLS CAN BE FABRICATED LOCALL 
4140 AUAPTEU TO MAN OR MOTOR POWCR. 

A HEAVY CYLINDRICAL IIEIGtlT EOUIPPED WITH 
A CUTTING EDGE AT THE BOTTOM AND WITH A 
ROPE OR CABLE ATTACHED TO THE UPPER END 
IS ALTERNATELY RAISED AND DROPPED. IM- 
PACT PULVERIZED MATERIAL AT THE BOTTOM 
OF THE HOLE. 

BAIL 
UUON 

A LONG. CYLINDRICAL BUCKET WITH A CHECK BAILER, ROPE, DEVICES TO AID 
RAISIHG AND DROPPIHG. 

tUUiPMCNT CA!7 BE FABRICATED LOCALLY. FRE 
?UENTLY iiSEU Ill CONJUfILTICb IWITH OTHER 
‘IETHODS. SUCH AS PERCUSSION. HARD FORMA- 

SLURRY OF CUTTI:IGS ANU WATLP ENTLH THC 
3AILER AS IT IS REPEATEDLY DROPPED. 
7HESE ARE PREVENTED FROM LEAVING THE 

VALVE AT THE BOTTOM A7tD A ROPE CR CABLE 
ATTACHED TO THE TOP IS ALTERNATELY. 
RAISED AND DROPPED IN A HOLE PARTIALLY 
FILLED WITH WATER. PENETRATION IS AC- 
COMPLISHED BY A C@iBINATION W HYDRAULIC 
AND MECHANICAL ACTION. 

3UCKET BY THE CHECK VALVE. THE BIJCQl 
IS RAISED TO THE SURFACE FOR EMPTYING. 

TIONS C/iNNOr BE PENETRATE2 BY THt BAILtR 
910IE. 

A HOLLOW DRILL BIT WITH EITHER A FIXED DRILL BIT, DRILL PIPE, CfRCULATIHG 
PUMP, !JEVICE FOR ROTATING LIRILL 
PIPE. 

4ATER OR "MUD" IS PUMPED DOWN TliE HOLLaj 
IRILL STEM TO LUBRICATE THE BIT AND TO 

3@4MERCIALLY BUILT RIG IS EXPENSIVE ANG 
?EOUIRES CONSIDERABLE SKILL TO OPERATE. 
-1OWEVER. SM9LL ADAPTATIONS USING EITHER 
,lAN POWER OR SMALL ENGINES HAVE BEEN DE- 
/ISED. A WATER SUPPLY IS NECESSARY. IT 
IS UIFFICULT TO DRILL IN LWSE FORMATIONS. 

CUTTING EDGE OR TOOTHED ROLLPRS'IS~ 
ROTATED AT THE BOTiOM ENU OF A STRING 
OF PIPE. MATERIAL IS SCRAPED, ABRADED 
OR CHIPPED 

‘"c, 

Y BY MECHAIiICAL ACTION. . 

HVVRAULIC 
:... ROTARY 

:ARRY THE CUTTINGS UP TO THE SURFACE 
[HROUGH THE ANNULAR-SPACE AROU'ID THE 
IRILL PIPE. CIRCULAIION MAY ALSO DE IN 
THE REVERSE DIRECTION. 
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L. SMALL DIAMETER WELLS 
d . . 

* 

i 

L. 1 BO.RED OR AWGERED WELLS . 

This method of excavation consists of shaving or cutting material from 
a the bottom of the hole by the rotation of a cylindrical tool with one or more cutting 

lips. The process is quite analagous to boring a .hole in wood or metal with an 1 
c. auger or drill. The excavated earth normally feeds upward and is contained in 

--the body of the auger where it remains until the auger is emptied. The auger is 
both rotated and raised and lowered by means of a vertical shaft which extends 
upward from the auger to a convenient point above ground level from which it can 
be rotated. Rotation is frequently accomplished by human power applied to a : 
handle attached to the vertical shaft. However, the auger may be driven by other 
power sources such as animal or engine power. 
drives a horizontal ring gear. 

In this case’,. the power source 

gear drive a bar known as a 
Two projections extending upward from the ring 

“kelly” which lies across a diameter of the ring. 
A square section of the auger shaft fits through a square hole at the centre of 
the kelly bar which cau?es the auger shaft to rotate with the kelly bar while _ 

n allowing it vertical freedom. 

Each time the auger is filled with excavated material, it must be brought 
out of the hole for emptying. In order to accomplish this, the auger shaft must 
be divided into sections which can be uncoupled and set aside. 

Several types of earth augers.have‘been used successfully fo$ boring 
wells (Figure 3). The cylindrical bucket auger is a sheet metal cylinder with an 
attachment for the auger shaft at the top. The bottom has a helical form with a * 
single cutting lip. It may be hinged and.latched, so that it can be opened, for 
emptying. The two-bladed auger consists of two cylindrical blades attached to 
the auger shaft. The blades are cut and bent at the bottom to form cutting lips. 
,This type of auger is frequently used for boring post holes. 

. 

(a> 

(b) 

Fig. 3. Earth augers. auger; c ) 
c 

h L{a’; iylindrical bucket auger ; (b) two-bladed 
e tea user ; (d) tubular auger * 

9 w 
r I . r 

MS 
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A third type of earth auger (Figure L) has a spiral of helical form. This. 
type of auger not-mall-y has two cutting lips, one of which 1s mounted on the 
leadlng edge of the helix. It IS sold commercially for power boring of holes or 
for planting tr.ees. 4 

^ ii I 
A fourth t>pe of “auger” device (Figures 5 and 6) has been used by the ! 

author 111 sticky or heavy clay soils where conventional augers wtth cutting lips 
did not function well. This consists of a slotted piece of tubing or pipe with the ’ 
lower end cut Into a tooth and flared configuration. The upper end was attached 
to a conventional ‘auger shaft. This auger is alternately rammed downward and 
then rotated. The downward motion causes soil to be forced up inslde the auger 
where It adheres and the rotation breaks this soil free from the bottom of the 
hole. A small’quantlty of water may be maintatned at the bottom of the hole for’ 
lubrlcatlon. 

Most types of augers work well on a widgvariety of soils. The type 
,used may depend largely on what can be obtained or built locally. When 
selectlng or building an auger, several principles should be observed : 

the cutting lips or edge should cut a diameter slightly larger 
than the body of the auger above them, so that the auger will 
not drag on the sides of the hole 

the cutting iips should be angled in such a way that only the 
cutttng edge and not the surface behind It comes into contact 
with the surface to be penetrated; this improves penetration 
and reduces drag 

I 

Fig. 4 Locally fabricated helical Fuger D 
b I 

h 
:c 



. . 
Fig. 3 Locally fabricated cylindrical 

“auger” used 111 sticky 3011s 
7, 

Drllllng is accomplished by rammlng 
downwanrds and then tw’istlng . Auger 
teeth should be Hared outwards to give 
clearance between auger and hole. 
Smaller tool is for cleaning compacted 
sol1 from the auger. 

Fig. 6 Cylindrical auger with pipe 
extension and handle attached 

Tripod IS used to support auger during 
drilling., 

, 



- as the height to diameter: ratio- of ,&n auger increases, the 
straightness of the hole tend‘. to @crease (i . e. -a tall, small 
diameter auger tends to bore a s$raighter hole than a short, 
large diameter auger) 5 5 --?= 

,- the body of the auger must be caba$l& of holding the excavated 
material until the auger can be $embved from the hole for 
emptying. Finely divided material bas.a tendency to flow out 

’ of the auger if openings are too ilarge. When the water table *r 
is reached, auge?s cannot norm&lly@etain the cuttings and 
qeepening of the well must be ca&ri,& out by one of the other 

‘> methods described. &\@y 
*. 

,- A?’ 
Augers cannot normally penetrate stone: . However, ‘thin layers or small- 

pieces of stone can sometimes be pulverized or dislodged and removed by means 
of a percussion bit or a spiral ,auger (“ram horn”) made of steel rod in a form * 
similar to a corkscrew. 
be continued. 

If the -stone can be penetrated or removed, boring CT 
If not, a different process or new location must be .tried. b 

The necessity of emptying the auger each time it ‘is filled places some 
practical limits on the depth of-augered holes. Since the sections of the auger 
shaft must be uncoupled each time the auger is emntied. the time required for 
emptying increases ;rith the depth of the whole. To‘ minikze the number of 
couplings, the,,lengths of aug’er shaft or “extensions” should be made as long 
as practical. Frequently, .auger shafts are maae from lengths of water pipe 
which range in length from 6.1 t‘o 6.4 metres (20-21 ft). Extensions (Figure 
and 8) may be coupled by mean3 of a socket attached to the”top of e&h one. 
bottom of the next extension is inserted into this coupling and held there by 
through.> the socket. 
attachments, 

Normal threaded pipe couplings do not make satisfactol 
since they wear under prolonged use. An overhead structure 

some type is needed tq steady the long extensions and to ensure that they ar 
maintained vertical during the drilling’ operation. It is also convenient to,>< 
the ektensions against this structure when they are uncoupled., The overI?? 
structure for steadyin”g and gu@ing -the ‘extensions might consist of a tripods 
with a crosspiece between two legs (Figures 9 and 10) or of two ver.tical pc’ 
set in the, ground with a crosspiece between thkm. The handle or ‘&her d& 

. 

-. /. 
“t Fig. 7 Auger ext&nsion and handle 

/ 
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Fig. 11 Drilling wi,th a helical auger 

. 

L-. 

I 
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Fig. 12 - Reaming blade for enlargl,ng hole 
attached to top of auger ’ I 
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for rotating the auger shaft should be designed to mount at anywpolnt along 

the extensions 
(Figure 11). 

! SO that it can be maintained at a suitable working height 

After the approximate well location has been selected, tlie overhead 
support can .be set up, and the exact location determined by hanging a plumb line 
from the overhead auger guide. A small starting hole for the auger can then be 
dug. It is important to get the auger starter as close to vertical as possible. 

i 

The deepe-st hand augered well known to the author is approximately 
35 metres (1,23 feet). This well was bored by a crew of workers who were paid 
by the metre and was bored at a very reasonable cost . . However, under other 
economic conditions the practical limit for hand boring may be less. When 
augering becomes too slow, It may be more practical to. continue with a different 
method. 

Some earth augers may be equipped with a blade for reaming to the e 
desired well djamet.er’ (Figure 12). Boring an explorat-ory hole prior to digging I 
a large diameter well may also be a good investment where conditions are 

*uncertain. 
\ 

w s 

L.2 DRIVEN WELLS 

’ The driven well consists of a pointed perforated pipe or a pipe with a 
pointed well screen attached which has been driven into an aquifer. The pipe 
with pointed well screen is driven into place in much the same way a nail is, 
driven into wood. Normally special pipe with thick walls and specially designed 
couplings are *used to resist the driving forces. Under suitable conditions this 
method can yield a finished well in a very short time. While the well diameter * 

.is normally small and the yield relatively low, a number of driv,en wells may be ’ 
coupled together and pumped’ with a single pump. Because driven wells are 
quick to construct, they may be used* a’s a temporary source of water and then 
be pulled up when no longer needed: Driven well points may be installed and 

’ used for dewatering an excavation during construction. Unlike other well 
’ construction methods, material is merely forced aside and not excavated by 

the driving process. This means that little is learned about the material 
through w.hich the well. pipe pass.es. This kind of well can, however, be used 
for exploratory purposes to determine static water level and rate of inflow 
versus drawdown.. Hard formations cannot be penetrated by this,,process. 
Barring impermeable strata the depth td which s&h a well can be driven 
depends on the build-up of friction between the well pipe and the material 
penetrated and t&e transmission of the force of the driver down the length of 
pipe. Twenty-f%e .t,p thirty metres (Bo- 100 feet) would probably be a maximum. 
A driven ~311 point might be employed to finish a hole which had been excavated 
down to the’ ter table by some other’ method such as an auger. 

\ 
, - 

Driving is normally accomplished by alternately raising and dropping a 

I 

weight used as a driver (Figure 13). The driver is guided on either the inside 
or the outsi’de of the pipe causing it to strike squarely and accurately; If the 
driver is designed to strike the upper end of the pipe a driving cap 1s screwed 
onto the threads to protect them. Alternatively the driver may, be designed to 
strike a clamp ‘made for that purpose around the out’side of the pipe. A long, 
thin driver which fits inside the-pipe-and which strikes a flat surface on the 
inside of .the well screen point may also be used. This latter, technique 
eliminates compressive loading on the pipe normally caused by driving and 
makes heavy drive pipe unnecessary. e 

\ 
. 
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(b) 

1 

a (cl ., Cd 

’ Fig. 
. 

- 
3 Devices ‘for well driving. (a) -guided on outside of pipe ; 

(b) guided on inside of pipe; (c) driving on clamp; 
).. ‘_ 

’ Cd). drivingeSon inside pf’point 
b 
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- a Y-p -Well screens for driving must have sufftcient strength to withstand the 
forces caused by the driver and the abrasion of the.material through which they 
pass oc, One common type (Figure’Ua) c.onsists of a perforated drive pipe fitted 
with a point, The perforated section of the pipe is wrapped’with a layer of . 

. . brass screen of the desired fineness and the screen is protected from damage 
by wrappihg it with a layer of perforated brass sheet. Both layers are soldered 
to the pipe. Another type of well screen (Ftgure 14b) is manufactured by 
wrapping trapezoidal rod in a spiral around a set of round longitudinal rods 
placed in a circular pattern with all intersections welded. This type of screen 
ha’s the advantage of having a high percentage of open area and a slot shape I 

which cannot become wedged full of fine sand particles. 
1 . 

‘t 1 _ 

(a) 

(h) 

Fig. 14 Drive, points and screens. (a) perforated pipe with 
screen; (b) spiral trapezoidal wire 

I ‘.I 

A drive point can be fabricated locally from pipe (Figure 15). The 
point is made by: (i) flattening the end.of the pipe to a gradual taper similar 
to the working end of a screwdriver or co’ld chisel; (ii) cutting out a ‘V’ notch 
from the corqers of the flattened end to a point at the middle of the pipe near 
where the taper starts; (iii) b nn In t g’ g h e two resulting points together to a 
single point; (iv) welding the two sides;of the point. together; 
or grinding away any irregularities to. yiel!!! a smooth point. 

and (v) filing 
If welding equip-” 

, 

ment is not available the point can be forge-brazed or welded. A collar should 
be welded or riveted above the point to increase the size of the hole to a 
diameter slightly greater than that of the pi$‘e couplings used. Alternatiwely, . 
a point may be forged frorn solid steel and welded 06riveted to the end of, pipe. 
In this case care should be taken to make a shoulder on the back of the point 
which butts against the end of the pipe quite accurately and make the largest 
diameter of the po<nt greater than that of the pipe,cduplings to provide 
clearance. 

c1 

I 
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ALTERNATIVE 
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PERFORATING . . 
PIPE 

SAWED 
\ SLOTS 
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(b). 
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: 

FORGED SOLID 
POINT INSERT 

a--- 
’ * 

PS ALTERNATIVE 

TO FORMED . 
P0IN.T _ 

2 . . 
a 

i ,/ Fig. 15 Drive point fabricated from pipe. (a) forming point on / 
end of pipe;‘. (b) a ernative perforations and points It I) 

* ;2; 
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Perforations may be made by drillPng holes of the desired screen size 
or by making a series of short diagonal hacksaw cuts (Figure 15b). In either 
case enough strength must be retained in the pipe to permit driving. This can 
best be assured, in the case of the saw cuts, by leaving sever,al longitudinal 
strips unperforated. If larger perforations are made and covered with 
screening of the desired mesh soldered around the pipe, the screening should 
be protected from being slit’or stripped back by,: (i) wrapping and soldering 
sheet metal with coarse,,perforations around”it and (ii) having an outside 
diameter greater than the outside diameter of the screening either on .the 
point or on a collar,attached to the pipe below the screen. 

If driving is attempted using ordinary pipe and couplings, shearing or 
stripping of the pipe threads or breaking of the pipe at the threads will probably 
occur. It should be noted that the threads on standard weight pipe cut through 
more than half of the wall thickness, thus greatly reducing the strength of the 
pipe where it is threaded. Drive pipe and couplings, in additionto being 
heavier than standard pipe, are designed so that the pipe ends butt together 
inside the coupling. This results in most of the driving i$rce being transmitted 
by the ends of the pipe rather than by the thr,eads . In addition, the couplings 
are frequently longer than normal couplings with a bore on each end which 
extends back over the non-threaded portions of the pipe to give lateral reinforce- 
ment to the weaker threaded ends. 

. 

If drive pipe and couplings are not available geveral techniques may be 
used to improve the strength of ordinary pipe. These w allow ordinary pipe 
to be used for driven wells if care is exercised: 

1. 

‘, 

’ ii . 

1 

iii. 

If a suitable well point is available, driving may be 
done-on the inside of the well point rather than at 
the top of the pipe. 

If driving must be done near the top of the pipe, it 
should be done on a clamp around the outside of the 
pipe rather than on the end of the pipe itself. 

Stress on thedthreads can be decreased by one of 
the following: ~ 

i 

running a threading di’e further along the pipes, 
SO that the pipe ends may be butted together at I ( 
the centre- pf the coupling; .-$ . .$ YV 

- placing a short collar inside the coupling for 
both pipe ends to butt against; 

_. welding, collars to the outside of the pipe which 
butt against the ends of the coupling. 

r 



4.3 , JETTED WELLS ‘m, 
.- .- i 1 

This method makes use of a high velocity stream of water to excavate * 
the hole and to carry the excavated material out of the hole. It therefore 
requires some type.of pump, eitherfmotor or,..hand-powered, of reasonable 

capacity, as well as a supply of water. It is possible to separate the water 
and the excavated material in .a settling pQOl or tank and to reuse the water, 
thus minimizing the quantity required. Since+his method depends on the 

1 erosi+e action of water, it is obvious that extremely hard materials cannot be ’ 
penetrated. However, 

.9 

semi-hard materials may be penetrated by a combination 
of hydraulic and percussion effects. 
dropping a chisel-edged jetting%$*, 

This is accomplished by raising,and 
Coarse materials- such as gravel require 

a greater water velocity to move ihem vertically out of the hole than do finer 
materials. However, *vePy fine, hard packed materials such as cla 

5 
s require 

d a high water velocity to d$slodge them. Water pressure of 3 kg/cm (40 psi) 
for sand and 7- 11 ‘kg/cm2 (1 I-150 psi) for clay or gravel have been recommended. 
Under good conditions, drilling progress is very ‘fast. : a 

-. ,P 

Two basic schemes are,, used: ” 4) -, 

(1) Water is pumped down a jetting tube or pipe which is used inside a 
temp’orary or permanent casing (Figure 76a). The excavation of 
matey-ial by the stream of water allows the casing to des*cend and 

8 
the excavated material is carried upward OUT of the well via the 
annular space between the jetting tube and the casing. Rotating 
the casing and cutting teeth on its bottom edge increases the rate 
of descent. If the casing sunk,during,t,he jetting operation is 

‘ 

* 

1 temporary, the final casing with screen attached is lowered inside 
the temporary casing, which is then jacked out of the hole. h 
Alternatively, the permanent ca&$ig may be sunk during the jetting 
operation . In this case, th,&ell‘\screen.is lowered inside the 
casing and the casing is ,&lien jacked up far enoughsto expose the 

.: we11 screen to the aquifer. 

(2) QI Jetting may be done by pumping the wate.r down through the casing 
itself tith the excavated material being carried up through an 
annular space around the outside of the casing (Figure 16b). If 
jetting is interrupted before the casing is sunk to the”full_desired 
depth, ‘so that’the suspended material settles arou@+&‘, difficulty 
may be. experienced in re-starting the jetring process. When an 
open-ended casing is used, a well screen is subsequently 
lowered and the casing raised slightly to expose the well’scree& , 
Alternatively- a string of casing with a special self7 jetting goint 

?on the end of a well screen may be used. The jetting orifice at 
the end of the well screa is closed by a check valve which is 

c held against its seat either by buoyancy or by a spring when not 
held open by the pressure of the jetting water. In some cases a 

e smaller string of pipe passes down through the inside,of the, 
cashing and screen and is screwed into the top of the jetting ’ 

. point. The pipe is used to transmit the jetting water from the 
‘pump to the point, without leakage out through the screen. After 

* J the jetting operation, this pipe is unscrewed’and removed. ‘= 

‘i 7 An overhead pulley or hoist facilitates hqdling casing and jetting pipe. 
In some cases it may be desirable to drive the ‘casing at intervals 9s described 
in other sections. 

- ’ 
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(b) 

.‘ 

4. 

Fig. 16 Well jetting. (a) using jetting tube; (b) je?ing m casing 



/ / -.- HYDRAI’LIC’ PERCUSSION (Also Hollow Rod &hod) 

In t1~L.s niethod the hole is kept full of water and a combination of 
mechanical and hydraulic action do the escavatlng (Figure 17). A chisel-edged 
cutting bit 1s att ched to the bottom of a strtn’g of drill plpc. 

1 inlet ports a sma 1 distance above its cuttlng’cd 9 
Th? hollow bit has 

e. 
k 

During drllllng the drill pipe 
i;-i- 1s alternately raised and dropped. Pressure due to the impact of the cutting bit 

Ln the bottom of the hole and the inertia of the water cause a mixture of Water 
and cuttings to enter the inlet ports of the,cuttin 

t 

bit. This causes the already 
full drill pipe to overflow” A check valve 111 the cutting bit prevents the mlxturc 
of water ‘and cuttings from flowing out of the por s when the drill stem 1s raised. L 
The cuttings may be settled out from the water L a pool or barrel after the 
mixture overflows from the drill pipe and the water can then be recycled. 
Hydraulic percussion is hmtted to drilling through relatively fine materials, 
since coarse materials will not rise to the surface through the drill pipe. This 

. . method has been used to depths of more than 900 metres (3 000 feet) in alluvial 
areas where neither hard formations nor coarse materials were encountered-. 

A varlation,of this method has been traditionally used in various parts of , 
Asia. In the traditional method the check valve is replaced by a hand of one 01 
the drillers who seals off the top of the pipe on the up-stroke and removes his 
hand on the down stroke to allow overflow. In the traditional method the hollfw 
drill stem as well as the‘casing may be made of bamboo (Figure 18). 

.f 
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Fig. 17 Hydcailicpercuss’ion ’ 
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1. Inch diameter bamboo screeri - bamboo strips 
wlred’to metal rings, then wound with coir rope 

L. 5 PERCUSS ION (Also Cable Tool Method) , 

This method consists of repeatedly raising and dropping a chisel-edged 
bit to break loose and nulverize material from the bottom of the hole; A small . 
amount of water 1s kept in th& holy+,. so that the excavated material will be mixed ,!. 
with it to form a slurry. Periodically the percussion bit IS removed, and a 
bailer 1s lowered to remove the slurry containing the excavated material. The 
bailer or balling bucket consists of a tube .wlth a check valve at the bottom and 
a ball for attaching a cable or rope to the top. When it has been raised and , 

dropped a number of times to fill it with the slurry it is brought to the surface 
for emptying . Bailing 1s repeated until the hole has been adequately cleaned, 
at which time drilling is resumed; drilling and bailing are then alternated. 
If the hole 1s unstable, casing 1s lowered and the driving of casing is alternated 
with the other two processes. In loose granular material, such as sand, bailing 
alone may be sufficient to remove the material from the bottom of the hole and 
allow the casing to be sunk, A heavy bailer with a cutting edge at its lower end, 
known as a “mud scow” is used for this purpose. 

, 
The psrcussion method 1s versatile, 

be penetrated. 
allowing all t$pes 0,f materials to 

Hcwever, in very hard stone, progress is slow. While this 
method is frequently associated with large, motorized, truck-mounted equipment, 
it can be successfully scaled down and used with manpower, or small engines 
(Figures 19 and 20). It may be used i6 conjunction with other methods when 
condltlons are encountered such as hard or loose materials which make it more )’ 
suitable. 

. 

i ; 
I 



Fig. 19 i Bailing well with 6 cm diameter bailer 
7 

L. 2. 

. 

Fig. 20 

A 

Bailing w&l1 with manpower A ’ 

Hand winch is being used to raise the full bailer from 
the bottom of the well. 

.,. 
. 
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and 22). 
Equipment for percussion drilling can be fabricated locally 

A heavy leaf spring from a large truck or bus makes a go 
edge for a percussion bit (Figure 23). It should #not be heated durln 
unless skills are available for rehardening. The leaf spring can be c 
chisel edge (go-120° included angle) using a high-speed steel hack 
The spring steel cutting edge can be fitted into the end of a slender piece 
steel 2-3 metres (6-10 feet) long such as an ‘1’ beam, two pieces of charm 
back to back, or a piece of pipe. flattened at one end to fit closely 
spring qeel. The spring steel should be welded or riveted in place. If possible 
the upper end of the spring stee! piece should butt against a notch cut into the 
supporting bar. This is to lessen the impact during loading on the welding or 
rivets during use. All transitions between the spring steel piece and the 
supporting bar should be bevelled, SO that there are no sharp corners-to catch ..~ 
on ?he side of the hole either on the upstroke or the dowstroke. The cutting 
edge should be wider than the widest dimension of t.he supporting bar, so that 
there will be clearance around the bar in the drilled hole. The weight of the 

’ bit can be increased by adding material such as by attaching flat iron bars to the 
web of the I beam or channel or fillmg the pipe with concrete, possibly using 
broken pieces of cast iron .as the aggregate. A starting weight of 50-60 kg 
(110- 130 lb) might be appropriate for a 10 cm (4 infh) diameter well. 

Fig. 23 Percussion bits, loca 
fabricated \ 

-Y 

. .A ’ r- 

Fig:24 B er, locally 
‘Z’abricated ._ 

‘J. 
l 

A bailer can be made from a piece.of steel pipe or tubing (Figure 24). A ’ 
ring for the check valve seat may-be-forged from flat stock to fit securely into the 
lower end ,of the pipe where it is held in .place by welding, rivets, or bolts. The 
valve consists of a disk of heavy rubber reinforced by a piece of flat metal and 
attached to the valve seat at one edge. 

, _’ t 
I 4, 

Both the bailer and the percussion bit should have a rather large bail or 
loop fixed at the upper end for attaching a <ape or cable. The lar’ge size facilitates 
“fishing” or retrieval of the tool in the event that the rope or cable breaks or 
becomes detached. 
‘k 

* 
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HYDRAU LlC ROTARY 

\, Thts method employs a drilling bit at the bottom of a stem’ oaf rotating drill 
pipe\ Cuttings are removed by pumping water or a mlxturc of water and vartous 
clays down through the drill stem. This “mud” entrains the cuttings and carries 
them up through the annular space bet&en the drill pipe and the wall of the hole. 
When they reach ground level, the cuttings can be settled out In a small pond and 
the “mud”, recirculated. If the reverse flow path 1s used (“mud” pumped to the 
surface through the hollow drill pipe) the system IS called reverse rotary. The 
reverse rotary system allows larger particles of cutttngs to be brought to the 
surface, because the upward flow velocity Inside the pipe is greater than that 
through the annular space, due to the smaller fiow cross sectton inside the pipe. : 

A ‘se cond function of the drilling “mud” is to seal and stabilize the walls 
of the hole to prevent collapse and excessive loss of the fluid being circulated. 
This sealing of the walls, however, can greatly reduce or prevent the inflow of 
water to the well unless proper steps are taken to “develop” the well. .( 1 

Two t-ypes of drtlltng bits are normally used: (L) a ‘,‘fish tall” wtth two‘ 
stattonar-v blades for use in soft materi’als and (ii) a rotary bit with three or more 
gear-like rollers which roll around on hard mater-la1 to crush and pulverize it. 

. 

Hydraulic rotary drllling’is normally done with large engine-pokered 
equtpment . ThiS method 1s used almost exclusively in oil well drilling and is 

1 also commonly used in water well drillingiwhere wells are deep and much solid 
rock must be penetrated. 

There are at least two exceptions to the large-scale equipment normally 
used for this method. The first is a .system based on a small, hand-held, 
v&tlcal shaft, air-cooled engine. A gear reduction unit integral with the ’ 
engine has an output shaft which rotates ‘at approximately 60 r-pm. Drill pipe 
of 11/h inch nominal size is attached directly to this -shaft. A “tee” swivel near ‘. 
the top of the drill pipe allows water to be pumped down through* it and return to 
the surface via the annular space around it. 
trating soft materials. 

A fish-tail bit is used fo.r pene- 
For hard materials a core drill is used.. This is a * 

tubular drill of hard, abrasive -material which cuts an annular groove and leaves 
& cylinder of uncut material Inside the drill,. This uncut cylinder can be removed ’ _--y 
from the hole by wedgtng fine lead, shot between the ‘core and the tnside of the _-. -.-,**-” 
core drill and removing it from th-e hole along with the drill. A.lternatively,S.a--- S... 
core ex&rsctdr with spring steel fingers for grlpping the core may be.use-d-for 
removal .‘- A secdnd small engine is. generally needed to drive a pump for 
circulating water. , 

r) 
A second system used in Bangladesh is completely hand operated, and 

is based on the reverse rotary system. A string of drill pipe with a-cutting 
bit at the bottom is rotated in the’hole by hand. A hand suction Q.&P attached 
by means of a swivel to lhe top of the drill pipe is used to raise*‘water and ’ 
cuttings. Water is suppl@to the annular space around the&fill rod by a ) 
hand pump attached to two-temporary driven wells. 

Animal power has also been used’: drive rotary drilling equipment. 
vi’ 

* 
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L.7 CASING AND SCREENS 

-Casing serves two major functions : (i) to support the sides of the hole 
against collapse; and (ii) to exclude contaminated surface water. The screen, 
which allows the water to enter the well while preventing entry of the aquifer 
materials, mhy be a ‘perforated section at the lower end of the casing or may be 
a separate structure attached to the casing.‘ 

< 

Depending on the drilling method used and the materials-penetrated, the ’ 
casing may be sunk as an integral part of the drilling operation, as in the case 
of jetting ; it may be placed after the hole,is completed; or it may be placed 
at some intermediate point, such as when the water table is reached and the sides 
of the hole will collapse tf%ot supported+* 

_’ 

A number $f different materials have been used successfully for well 
casing. \ These include wrought iron pipe or tubing, tubin,g rolled from sheet 
metal, pipe made of plastic such as.pol~nylshloride (PVC) or glass reinforced 
plastic (GRP), asbestos-cement pipe, concrete tile, clay tile; bamboo/coir 
casing (made of bamboo strips attached, to steel hoops-and wrapped with coconut 
husk fibre. cord and burlap), large diameter bamboo stems with’the node 
membranes removed and split palm trunks. The type of casing used will be 
determined by (i) what materials are avail’able loralfy; (ii) what skills are 
available locally; (iii) the relative costs of labour and materials; (iv) .the 
drilling method being employed; (v) the nature of the geologic formation; and 
(v-i) minimum acceptable life of the well. 

A particularly notewo,&y example of low cost locally manufactured . 
casin 

fi 
is the bamboo and coir casing developed in lnd& (Figures 25, 26, 27 

and 2 >. This casing consists‘of longitudinal strips of split bamboo riveted 
to hoops spaced approximately 25 centimetres apart. The assembly $s then 
wrapped circumferentially with coir (coconut husk fibre) rope untilthe entire, 
length is covered. On those sections of the casing which penetrate the aquifer 
the coir rope serves as a strainer or screen. On the remainder of the casing 
the coir rope may beg covered with burlap which is coated tith asphalt. 
Sections of casing are butted together and are attached by several longi- 
tudinal steel ties riveted to the end hoops of the respective sections. 

‘ 
The life of these bamboo/coir casings is said to be two or three years. 

At the end o.f this time it is necessary to boI-e a.new well and to line it with a 
new casing. The use of bamboo/coir casings is an excellent example of ingenuity-. ;’ 
and local labour, and skills being used to save scarce capital and foreign ‘, -. 
exchange. ,p , 

In Egypt date tree trunks are cut into one or two metre lengths, cleaned 
on the outside, split, and hollowed aut. During hand percussion drilling with .a 
bailer and an under reaming bit; the two halves are inserted into the hole and 
driven to depths of 100 to 200 metres. ‘x , 

Where galvanized sheet metal is readily available, casings can be made 
by rolling strips into tubing with a longitudinal ~seani (Figures 29 and 30). In 
one case 1 m x 2 m sheets of.galvanized steel were split lengthwise into three 
equal strips . A single gO” bend was made along one edge and a 90° bend plus 
a 180° b+end was made along the other edge. These. were “rolled” by means of a 
2 metre long wooden “V” block over which the sheet metal was laid while down- 
ward force was being applied to a length of 2 inch diameter pipe placed on top of’-/) 
it. By moving the sheet metal from side to- side across the “V” block a iJ- 

* reasonably round contour could be obtained. The previously bent edges we-re r_ .~ 
hooked together and bent o&r tom form a ~eai%- 

~~.-. ~~ 
~Tooaccomplish the final rounding ~ 

. * 
‘, r . 
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Coir ca$lng 

Split bamboo stplps are spaced around steel rings 
and the assemblv is wrapped with colr cord. 

i 

I 
I 

Fig. 26 Coir casing 

The coir wrapping serves as the well screen at 
the bottom end of the casing. 
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of the casing the piece of 2 inch pipe was supported on blocks near Its ends and 
used as an anvil. The casing was slipped over the pipe and a mallet of wood or . 
other relatively soft material was used to do the finish forming. 

The sheet metal casing 1s normally joined by slipping one end inside’ 
another and then soldering the joint. Short longitudinal strips of sheet metal 
lapped across the joint sand, soldered onto both lengths of casing can be used to 
further strengthen the joint, and are aworthwhile practice. Ends can be made 

_ to fit together by selective assembly, by lightly crimpi-ng one end, or by i,nten- 
tionally making the casing slightly tapered by varying the width of the seam from 
end te end. 

In the “California Stovepipe”method, two light sheet metal casings are 
used, one fitting snugly inside the other. Joints on the inside casing come at the 
midpoint of the outer casing sections and vice versa. The two layers are 
assembled and spot welded together as they are sunk, thus creating a laminated 
casing which is relatively stiff and resistant to buckling. 

Asbestos-cement soil pipe and concrete or clay tile are frequently made 
with bell and spigot joints to allow one end to slip loosely into the adjoining end 
for a short distance. When using such pipe or tile as casing the bells point 
downward to minimi,ze entry of loose material through the loose joint into the m 
well r The lengths may be lowered into the well singly by means of a set of 
hooks attached to a cord. The hooks and cord fit inside the casing and hold onto 
the lower end of the casing until it is in plase and the hooks are released by 
pulling on a second cord. Alternatively, if the string of casing is not too heavy, 

,:-the joints m-ay be wired together as they are assembled over the well and the’ 
‘casing lowered from the top end. pThis technique would be limited to relatively 
shallow wells by the weight of the string of casing. 

Clay, concrete and asbestos cement tiles are relatively fragile and will 
break if such operations as percussion drilling or bailing are attempted inside 
them. If such operations are required for sinking the casing into. the aquifer, 
it is necessary that the lowest section of casing be of some more durable 
material such as steel tubing or pipe. 

Polyvinylchloride (PVC) tubing or pipe ,is the plastic material most 
commonly used as weil casing. 

” lightweight, 
It is normally much less expensive than steel, 

easy to cut and perforate and insert. Sections are joined by means 
‘of painting the ends with a solvent to soften-them and then slipping them into a 
coupling where they fuse as the solvent evaporates. 

Perforation of casing to allow its use as a well screen can be 
accomplished by drilling or by slitting with a hacksaw as was described in 
the section on well points. , 

A number of techniques have been used to help sink the casing as 
drilling progresses : 

. 

1. Driving : This technique was discussed earlier in connection ’ 
with sinking well points. It can be used normally only with 
heavy wrought iron casing using special drive couplings which 
allow the casing ends to butt against each other, thus protecting 
the threads from deformation. As pointed out earlier, driving s 
is accomplished by raising and dropping a weight which is 
guided either on the inside or the #outside of the casing and 
which strikes either on a special driving cap screwed onto ’ 
the end of the casing or on a clamp aropnd the outside of the ..: 

.a pipe - 



(a) with help of jacks (b) weighting with sacks of soil / 

(c) using weight of drilling crew , 
on platform 

(d) using a lever and soil sacks 

‘. 

’ Kg. 3 1. Sinking casing 
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Two methods are t~elng used: 

(a> Workers near cas111~q arc 
tl~ht~lllli~ nuts Or1 large screws 
attached to torn t)cr anchors 
beneath the ground and to top 
of casing. 

(b> Note large concrete wclghts 
clamped around casing lust 
beneath upper end. A second 
set 01‘ wel,ghts IS located Just 
above the ground surface ., 

‘, 

F1g. 33 Sllikln~q casing 

Weight of drillers IS being used to 
help sink the casing. Workers on 
the ground are rotating the ca,slng 
as drllllng proceeds. 



ii. Jacking: This technique (Figures 31a and 32) makzs.use 9 
of timber anchors buried alongside the well and lacks to 
maintain a downward force on the casing as drilling 
c ontiny es . 

iii. Wei,ghts (Figures 31b and 32) such as bags of soil or . 
drums of water may be piled on a support clamped around 
the pipe. Alternatively, a platform on which the drillers’ 
stand may be clamped to the casing (Figures 31~ and 33). ‘ 

iv. &eights (Figure 31d) on a lever which applies force to. ,. 
the casing. e 

‘. 
! 

METHODS FOR OBTAINING VERTICAL RECIPR,Q&Y&? MOTION .- I 
Lj a 

A number of well drrlling operations require a raising and dropping 
motion. These include percussion drilling, bail down, hydraulic percussion 
and driving of casing. Large scale percussion rigs obtain such a motion by 
cable with one fixed end running over a pulley at the end of a pivoted arm 
reciprocated by a crank and connecting rod. The closest analogue to this in 
man-powered equipment, Figures.s34, 3 5 and 36, consists of a rope or cable r 
coming vertically out of the well, .running over a pulley ,’ then running parallel 
to the. ground at about shoulder height, and finally anchored to a tree or post. 
To obtain the reciprocating motion a crew of 4-6.men line up facing the rope and 
alternately pull down and release the rope in unison.. . 

Another de&ce successfully used consists of a lever pivoted over a 
horizontal axis, Figure 37, with the drilling tools attached to the shorter end 
and a crew of several men applying a reciprocating motion to the longer end. 
Weights could be added to the longe r end to counterbalance partial1.y the 
drilling tools if desired. l 

‘: , 

. . . 

Fig. 34 Pulling on anchored ho,r:zdntal rope to obtain reciprocating niotion 1 
,..‘ 



a 

, 

Fig. 33 Percussion drilliqg 

Raising and< dropping motion is obtained 
by,puIling downhi rope). and releasing. 

, 

i 

’ . : 
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tc7 c’btaln reclproiatlng 
inDt1Qn fc7r percussion 
drilling and balling 

Fig. 37 
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Using lever to obtain reciprocating motion 
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There are a number of variations of the spring beam or spring pole q 
system, Figures 38, 39 and 40. In Figure 38 the drilling line is attached to 
the end of a horizontal wooden cantilever beam somewhat reminiscent of a diving 
board. The stiffness of the beam can be adjusted either by changing the number 
of leaves in the spring or by changing tie position of the support nearest the end 
of the beam where the tools are attached. Depending on the-stiffness of the beam, 
the elasticity of the rope or other material attaching the tools to the beam, the 

a ,mass of, the tools, and the nature of the materials being penetrated, the system 
. will have some natural frequency. That is, if the beam is bent and then released ,* 

,_.I 
,:’ 

the system will oscillate at a constant number,of cycles per minute with a 
,,.l continually decreasing length of stroke until the motion is completely damped out 

by friction in the system. If on each downstroke a downward;puIl is applied, the 
b 

system can be made to oscillate indefinitely with a minimum work input. In 
practice, a work crew stands around the line atta,ched to the spring beam and 
supplies a downward fgrce at appropriate intervals to keep the system oscillating. 

/y Alternatively, a separate rope for each can be attached to the beam. Each 

I worker places his. foot in a loop or stirrup and supplies the necessary motion with 
i his leg and foot. This method is sometimes referred to as “kicking down a well”. ” 

As the mass of tools, depth of hole and material penetrated’change ~ the natural 
frequency of the system changes. This can be compensated for by adjusting the 
stiffness of the beam either-‘&y changing the number of leaves or the unsupported . 
length. _ A greater tool mass will decrease the number of oscillationsper minute 
while a greater beam stiffness. will increase them. 

* 

Slightly less sophisticated, but widely.used in North America during the 
first half of the 19th century is-the spring pole (Figure 39). This is made from ’ 
a tree s- 10 m long with a diameter tapering’from approximately 20 cm at one end 
to 10 cm at the other. The large end-is anchored to the ground possibly by piling , 
rocks or logs onit. -It is supported by a’fulcrum at approximately one-third of 
the length from the lower end. The upper end might be at a height of 2.5-3.0 m. 
Stirrup ropes could be att’ached to the upper end for oscillating the pole. 

In both the case of the spring beam and the spring pole, an overhead pulley * 
is necessary for pulling the tools out of the hole and for bailing. This”pulley 
would normally be supported 0% a separate structure such as a tripod. 

Figure-40 shows a Chinese well drilling device which makes use of a ’ 
large bow to’obtain the oscillating motion. This general type of device goes back 
at least 2 600 years and has been credited with dri’lling to depths of 1 000 m. 
Such wells were used to obtain brine from‘which salt was made in the interior of 
China, The drill line is made of sections of split bamboo which are spliced 
together by cutting interlocking notches where ends overlap and banding the ‘II 
splice together with steel or-hemp. Good bamboo has about the same tensile 
strength per unit of weight as mild steel. It is obviously not as flexible as rope 
or cable, however, and so the large diamerer reel. shown is used to wind up the 
bamboo drill line. Some dimensions given for the device-pictured in Figure 39 
‘are: 

Length of Bow. 12 - 15m 
Diameter of Bow , ’ 20 - 25.cm 

; Diameter of Steeil Cable for Bow, String .15 - 16~mm * 

‘Diameter c$ Reel! A . 4 m (approximately) 

A rotating drum or “cathead” driven by any convenient power source is 
frequently used in well drillinqoperations (Figure 41). If a rope is wrapped 
loosely around the rotating drum, it will remain stationary while the drum 
rotates. When one end of the.rope is pulled taut, however, friction will cause 
the rope to move with the drum surface and the rope and drum combination can 
be us’ed as a windlass. By alternately pulling the rope tati and letting it go 

‘. 
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Fig. 3d Spring board for obtaining 
reclprocatlng motion 

. Fig: 39 Spring. pole for obtaining 
reciprocating motion 

1 Fig. LO Traditional Chinese drilling equipmeiit. (a) rig $ith bow. for obtaining r&zip- 
. rotating motion and reel for bamboo drill line; (b> splice in split bamboo dril 1 

c line ; (c) drilling tools *‘* * ~,~. 
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slack, it is possible to raise and drop a weight such as a percussipn bit, a set 
of hydraulic percussion tools, or a bailing bucket. 
end of the rope taut as it feeds off the drum, 

By continually keeping the 

the tools out of the well. 
the system can also be ,used to pull 

ri 

0’ . 

Fig. 41 Rotating drum or “cathead”. to obtain reciprocating imotion or for 
use as a winch 

‘!, 

ROPE i \ 
\ 

Drilling systems such as augering, jetting and hydraulic percussion make ’ 
use of a string of pipe.or tubing to connect the actual drilling tools with the power 
input at or above ground level. vhenever tools” must be brought up .to the ground 
surface it is necessary to disconnect the lengths of pipe one by one and to set ./_ 

them aside. Return$g the tools to the bottom of the hole requires a reversal of 
this procedure. As the hole becomes deeper, this process becomes -more-time 1 
cogsuming and progress is thus slowed. Early percussion drilling was carried - 
out with rigid drill stems made of wooden’or steel sections coupled ,together. 
These likewise,had to be coupled and uncoupled every time tools were put i&o or 
taken out of-the hole. In present day percussion drjlling and ba&na, on the 
other hand, the tools are normally connected flexibt%) to the power input&y a rope 
or cable. This means that the tools may be quickly )emov,ed from or returned to 
the hole merely by pulling up or letting out the ropqwi.thout any disconnecting or-- 
connecting 0. , i 

\ 

. 
Both manilla rope of 25-40 mm (1 - 11/2 inch) diameter and steel rope or 

cable of approximately 10 mm (318 inch)‘diameter have been use 
self-help well drilling operations. To extend the life of the wir 
the maximum practical pulley diameter should be used. Locally 
short or coarse fibres , such as coir (coconut .husk fibre) may b 
and short-l%ved and cause delays and losses far in excess of th 
.I . 

o weir use. . 
.:g 

The drill lines of split bamboo successfully used in Asia f&r over 25 
centuries were mentioned earlier. I 

.w 
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4.10 WELL DEVELOPMENT AND FINISHING . 

The term well development refers to the process of removing the finer 
particles from the aquifer immediately around the well screen in order to make 
the aquifer more permeable and thus to decre‘ase the resistance to flow of water 
into the well. This means that for a given rate of pumping the drawdown of the 
well and consequently the pumping height will be decreased. In order to develop 
a well, it is important th’atthe openings in the well screen be chosen of the 

.proper size. ‘This necessitates-collecting material taken from the,aquifer 
during the proPess of drilling. One rule-of-thumb states that the openings should 
be of such a size that the smallest 213 of the aquifer particles will pass through 
them. 

Development is accomplished by causing the water to alternately flow into 
and out of the well. During inflow some small particles will be carried into the 
well through the screen, but other small particles will bridge between particles . 
too large to pass through the screen. The reversal of flow will dislodge such 
particles and give them the opportunity to pass through the screen during the next 
period of inflow. The fine’mater’ial entering the well is ulttmdtely removed with 
the water. Removal of the fine material during development, in addition to 
increasing the capacity o the well, 

c 

sgves the pump which is later instalbed from 
abrasion. 

-- 
Bailing the well is probably the simplest method of development. Each - 

‘. 

time the bailer is raised andapped water surges into and out of the well. Fine 
material entering the well is trapped inside the bailer and removed from the well. 
The amount 8f fine<material in the bailer indicates how far the process of devel*- 
opment has proceeded. A special type of bailer known as a sand pump has a 
piston inside it. This piston is attached to the bailer line in such a way that it 
travels upward inside the bajler as the line goes from slack to taut. The motion 
of this piston has a strong surging effect on the well and helps’to draw sand into 
the bailer: 

A surge block, which acts as a piston or plunger inside the casing, can be 
* attached to a string of pipe and made to travel up and down for the purpose of 

development. A surge block may consist of two or more wooden disks fastened ? 
together with rubber between them which makes contact with the inside of the 
casing. \ 

‘\ 
Wells may also be develop d by pumping water out at a high rate tq, 

create a large drawdown. Pumpin is suddenly stopped and a large quantity of , B 
water which has been accumulated is allowed to run down into the well to reverse 
the flow through the aquifer around the screen. Compressed air may also be used 
to surge a well during development operations. . e 

* 
If an aquifer consists of fine particles without much variation in size, it 

may not be possible to increase the permeability around the screen adequately by 
the development techniques described above. In this case the capacity of the well 
can be increased by gravel ~packing, i. e. by introducing material around the ’ 3 
screen which has a parQcle size greater than that found in the aquifer. Use of a 
gravel pack allows larger screen openings to be used, and hence gives greater 

.percentage of inflow area. It also surrounds the screen with a layer of material 
of higher permeability than the aq.uifer itself.. _ 

One way to introduce the gravel is initially to sink a temporary casing of 
a diameter greater ‘than that of the final casing and screen. The’ final casing and ’ 
screen are lowered inside the temporary casing and are held concentric by ’ ,(’ o 

! 
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guides while the gravel is introduced into the annular space between the casmgs. 
The temporary casing can then be jacked out of the hole. Another method is to 
drill the hole somewhat larger than the casing down to the water table. The 

-casing is then lowered and the annular space between the casing and the hole is 
filled with gravel. As sinking of the casing into the aquifer proceeds, some of 
the gravel descends with the casing. During development, more of the gravel 
descends to occupy the volume left by the sand passing through the screen into 
the well.’ Gravel may also be introduced arou&d the screen through several small 
holds drikled for this purpose around a small circle concentric with the well. 

The siae and gradatiw of the gravel used should be such that very little 
of the material of the surroutiing aquifer can flow into the vdids between the .’ 
gravel particles. If this happens, the permeability of the gravel pack may be 
greatly,; reduced. ,The screen opening size is ‘selected as large as possible 
withoutj allowing any of the gravel pack material to enter the well. 

After the well has been developed it is usually desirable to fill in and seal 
the annular space.between the outside of the casing and the hole. This operation 
known as grouting is carried out to prevent any dirty surface water from flowing 
directly into the well and to give the upper end of the casing firm support, A 
mixture of portland cement and water mixed to a fairly liquid concistency is the 
most commonly used grouting material. A clay-water slurry is sometimes also _ 
used at geeater depths where changes,in moisture will not cause shrinking--and 
swelling of the clay. a .r 9 -. 

Where the use of pumping equipment for placing the grout is not practical, 
it must be flowed into place by gravity. The annular space between casing and 
hole should probably not be less than ,5 cm (2 inch). A long, slender rod can also 
be used to make sure the grout flows into all voids. The grout should extend from 
the surface to a depth of at least 6 m (20 feet) to ensure an adequate sa&tary seal 
between casing and drilled hole. 1 

4.11 PROBLEM SOLVING 
a 

3” .; No endeavour is without problems I but those encountered in the drilling 
of sma’I1 diameter wells may seem more difficult since they generally occur in a 

_ 

‘location where they cannot be seen. Consequently,, a high degree of “feel” , - 9 
deduction, reasoning and- ingenuity must be developedto diagnose-and to-over- \ 
come problems. Well drille.rs have two cardinal rul&d co&erning problems :- ; 

. 

(1) Prevent problems before they occur rather than trying to remedy 
them after they occur. This requires a great deal of alertness 
to sounds, feel, physical condjtion of tools and cuttings and _ 
continually trying to anticipate what things could possibly go 

I. I ; I wrong. . * 
’ , 

I 
(2) In trying to remedy a problem, do not do anything quickly or 

ill-considered.which could make the problem more difficult 
’ or impossible to solve. 

, 
In drilling wells, particularly with labo+u&intensi;‘e systems, at least 

three types of prob1em.s arise: L I, 
h, ‘*.,.,,, 

a. Small toois dropp ing into the hole. Any tool small’en&gh to ‘fit into 
, ,‘C,., 

the hole and regularly used around the hole will sqon&or’later get 
dropped in. To prevent this, all such tools should be tied to some 

qf !,? . r * 
stationary object with strong cord. Long slender objects, such as 

. 
. 1 

.- 
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auger extensions which are regularly coupled and uncoupled, 
should have a safety device, such as a piece of rod slipped 79 

through them to prevent them from sliding down the hole if 
dropped accidentall),. “Fishing” techniques for removal of 
objects from the hole are discussed later. .-.. 

‘- _. 
b. Tools stuck in the hole. While some cases of stuck tools are 

probably Inevitable, proper design and maintenance can m&i - 
mize the number of cases. The cutting edges of tools should 
be made and maintained so that they cut a hole large enough 
to allow clearance around the remainder of the equipment. 
Tools should be designed with reasonably smooth transitions 
in cross-section so that sharp shoulders do not exist which 
could become hooked under an irregularity in the hole or 
above which excavated particles could be wedged. When tools 
do become wedged in the hole, it is usually necessary to make 
use of some force-multiplying device such as a chain hoist or 
automotive jacks to pull them free. Since the force required 
to free the tool can often be considerable (even if only a 
small piece of gravel is wedged between the tool and the, casing), 
equipment should be built to withstand several tons of pull. If 
there IS concern for the rope, cable or a string of pipe 
breaking during hard pulling, It is usually possible to hook 
directl!, onto the stuck tool with a properly designed hook at 
the end of another stronger rope, cable or string of pipe. 
Pulling can then proceed on the latter or on both attachments. 
The necessity of hooking onto the tops of tools should be kept 

’ in mind when they arc designed. For ex mple, bailers .and 
\ percusston bits should be made with large,-easy-to-hook 

bails. , 

Commercially made percussion tools include a set of “jars”. 
This is a heavy close fitting pair of links built into the drill 
system. Since the links can slide within each other, the,part 
of the drill stem above the jars can be pulled up a short 
distance before the drilling bit leaves the bottom of the hole. ’ 
This small relative motion and the massrof the upper drill stem 

,- and line can be used to drive a stuck drill bit upward to free it. 
Th,e impact of the Jars exert,s a greater force than can normally 
be ob;aincd,by a steady pull. If the drill bit is stuck above the 
bottom of t,he hole, the jars can also be used to drive downward. 

) The forerunner of’ jars was two or three heavy chain links 
connecting the upper and ‘lower part of the drill stem. These, cd 
however, take a heavy beating on both the upstroke and the down- 

‘;‘. . stroke and are relatively short-lived. 
._ _’ 

,. Tools which become detached-in the hole. The occurrence of this 
$3 ,, * problem can be-minimized by continually checking the cocdition , 

of the tools‘ and fasteners. However, when a detached or dropped 
+ tool must be removed from the hole, the process is refer>ed to as 

“fishing”. ‘Frequently special tools must be fabricated to 
., 

. accomplish this task. This may require both considerable 
in,genuity and a good deal of trial and error. An impression blcbck ‘. 

,’ ’ m‘ay be valuable in designing fishing tools. This is a shallow 
cylindrical container of a diameter which just fits in the hole, 1 
with an open bottom and the top attachable to a string of pipe or 
a bailer.. The contains is filled with a substance such ‘as soap, 
wax or grease hard enough to hold its shape, but soft enough to . I 
take an impression. It is carefully lowered ‘onto the object to-be 
fished, so that the impression left 0~ the block gives information 

, 
jj z a> 

“2 *, .,’ 



on the shape, locatlon and orlentatlon of the object which 1s -a,, 1 _ 
useful in choosing the tools and strategy to be used in flshlng. 
An ‘im,presslon block can be made of a thick wooden disk with a 1. ’ 
strip of sheet metal nalled around the outer edge. The wooden 
block can be studded with nails JO anchor the impression material. 

Some commonly used flshlng tools are shown in Figure 42. 
Other tools must be devised to suit a given problem. 

. 

Fig. 42 

Cd) 

Fishing tools. (a) for retrieving lengths of pipe; (b) sheet 
metal cylinder with teeth which bend together to close bottom 
for picking up small objects; (c) spear for retrieval of 
broken rope or c’hble with latch for picking up bits or bailers’; . 
Cd) hook with guide for attaching supplemental line to stuck s 
too1 
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5. LARGE DIAMETER WELLS 

1 RATIONALE FOR CONSTRUCTION OF LARGE DIAMETEB WELLS 

. I 

Ascpointed out in Table 1, largg diameter wells have sqme inherent 
1 disadvantages when compared with small diameter wells, including: 

greater effort and longer Construction time 
greater safety hazards during and after construction 
difficulty in preventing contamination 
generally lower rate of~inflow for the effort involved. 

I 

There are circumstances, 
diameter wells necessary : 

however, which make the construction of large 
I 

1. inability to obtain or maintain pumps or special buckets 
necessary for small diameter wells 

ii. desire to use some type of water raising system requiring 
more space than is available in a’small.diameter w.ell (e. g. 
continuous chain and buckets) ,’ - z_ ,~-. ‘,’ 

iii. desire to improve or repair exis’ting large diameter &J.ls. . 

. iv. necessity of storing water where thy aquifer is of 
ejttremely low permeability 

V. low cost labour is available t 

vi. local skills are available. 
. . I , 

? 

5.2 DIMENSIONS FOR LARGE DIAMETER WELLS 

._ ‘. 

Large di.&eter wells are almost invariably circular in horizontal cross- 
section. This configuration (i) makes the sides most stable during excgyation; 
(ii) uses the least lin@g material for a given cross-sectional area.; and (iii) 
makes the best use of the compressive strength of masonry linings. One possible 
exception might bk wells in which horizontal timber cribbing is used as a lining. - 
In this case, the horizontal cro,ss-section wo<ld be rectangular ,-preferably 
square. ~\ 

* 
The inside’diameter of hand dtig’well3 normally ranges between one and 

two metres. P;t the lower limit the small size of the excavation tends to itipede 
work, since there must be sp’ace for at’least one worker’, his tools and the -- -as,--- 

* bucket into which he is loading the excavated material. Furthermow, aAer the 
water t,able is reached, a cylindrical caisson is normally lowered inside the 

/ original shaft, thus reducing wqrk space evey;?ne.- -‘- 
_ ,.-- _~~~ 

, - As the.diameter is incTese&;%&tain practical limits are r&ached, ,’ 
however ’ the di.&gv ofkxcavated material is proportional to’the square of 

e volume of material necessary to line the excava’tion is’ 
_, r&@+@&portional to the diameter. For example, the volume of materi& 

-----=-excavated from a two metre diameter well would be four times that excavated 
from a one meter diameter,well. As a’consequence, the vast majority of dug 

.wells are found to have di‘peters in the range of 1.2 to 1.5 metres (4 to 5 feet). 
The larger size allows as many as four large well buckets to be used simultan- 
eously if raising pulleys are properly located. *. 

. s3 
1. r 

j., 

i, 
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Fig. 43 Very large diameter cistern-wells with stairs ‘for descent 
to the water surface. (a) with cut stone walls; (b) excavated ,, 
into weathered granite 

t. 
e 
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Extremely large diameter exca+atlnns servtng a dual cistern-well function, 
.do estst (Figure ti). Some have stairs butlt tnto the sides allowing people to 
descend to the water level to dip out water. The stairs are normally used mostly 
during constructton and maintenance, however. The construction of such 
structures could not be recom -. 
great effort of constructton. 

w-pt in very special cases, due to the . 1 * 
vlouslv lnefflztent to lower and ratse the 

enttre body wetght of the water carrier to the ground surface from the water . 
table. Just raising the water IS most efficient. P 

P 
5.3 EXCAVATlON 2 

The major. goal and challenge of excavation is accuracy, both locational 
and dimensional, i. e. the centreline or axis of the excavation must be maintained 
as absolutely vertical as possible while maintaining the radius of the excavation 
as exactly as possible about the axis. Vertical accuracy is necessary to prevent 
angular and offset errors between successive sections of the lining. Radial 
accuracy is necessary, because the excavation acts as the exterior mould for the 
lining. Where the radius of the excavation is too small, a thin, weak spot tn the 
lining will occur. Where the radius is too large, a thick spot, wasteful of 
material will occur. s 

The l%cation of the axis cart be determined easily and accurately at any 
time or depth by means’of a plumb line. The ltne may be attached to a special 
gauge stick with a hole near each end which lies along a diameter of the well at 
the ground surface and indexes over two steel rods securely driven into the ground 
on either sideof the well (Figure 4L+a). If tnis stick is’used to determine the 
centre of .the well at the outset, tt and the plumb line will serve to define.the well 
axis anytime3.t 1s indexed over the two steel locating pegs. If there is danger of 
these pegs being knocked askew during the construction process, th.ey should he 
set in concrete. 

‘ ‘. 

Hand tools, inJoca1 use, are normally adequate for carrying out the ! 
excavation. These might include spades‘, bars, picks and mattocks; ~ Sometimes 
handles are shortened for use in the confined space. The hole is then excavated 
somewhat undersize to’the desired depth keeping the bottom reasonably level. 
Excavated material is placed in a bucket or basket by the worker(s) doing the 
digging and is raised to the surface by rope and pulley by other workers who dumpa 
It some distance from the well. Thisjdistance should be great enough to prevent 
the pile of excavated materiaffrom becoming an obstacle, and to prevent it from 
being washed back into the well by rain. e 

After r&gh excavation, the hole is a-ccuratelp trimmed to its finished 1 
dimension. This necessitates use of the plumb line. One method consists of ~~- 
accurately driving a pointed metal rod into the centre of the excavation as 
determined by the plumb bob, and then checking the top of the rod with the plumb . . 

~. ~~. . ..4nb to assure that it is vertical. The top of the rod should be at leas1 as high as 
the highest point to be trimmed. OI-LCP placed, the rod can be used as a temporary 
axis. A gauge. stick can then be-used to check the radius of the excavation as 
trimming proceeds. Altezpatively , a small scraper or mattock attached to a chain 
of correct length pivoted around the axis rod can be used for final trimming. 
Another method uses a cross whose legs are just slightly shorter than the desired 
diameter of the excavation. This cross is suspended from the plumb Tine by means 
of an eye at its midpoint so that its legs are b,oth in the horizontal plane.. Four 
vertical grooves are carefully cut in the walls of the excavattion to just allow the 

‘cross to hang freely. Trimming the&proceeds until the cross has the desired 
clearance at any. position when suspended from the plumb line. The bottom of the 
excavation shoul ll then ‘be’ cargfully levelled if a mould is to be placed for lining I 
the excavation. 
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.5.L LINING THE EXCAVATION 

Lining the excavation serves at least three purposes: 

. 1. It protects ihe workers against cave-in during 
construction. 

il. It stabilizes the sides of- the well preventing sloughing 
off and washin .in of material during use, thus extending 
the life of the ’ -11. --* + % * 

> , ‘I 
~ iii. It can prevent%e entry of surface water and resulting 

contamination where the water is for human consumption. 

= Three different systems of lining are in general use (Table 3). More than 
one system may be used in a given well depending’on the conditions en:countered. 
Several different types of lining may be used with each system.*,- 

Systa I (Table 3, Figure 44) consists of excavating and accurately 
trimming one metre of depth. A horizontal annular groove is added near the - 
bottom of the excavation which is thenllined, .Another metre of depth is then 
excavated, trimmed and grooved which comple$ely undermines the lining of the 
first metre: This lining is supported, however, by being keyed into the annular _ 
groove. Additional support may be obtained by dri&ing.short lengths of reinforc- 
ing rod radially outward into the sides of the excavation with ends protruding into 
the excavation prior to placing the lining. As soon.as the second-metre has been 
-prepared, it, is likewise lined. Alternate excavating and lining continue downward . 
until the water table is reached. At this point another method is necess’ary, sin,ce 
the presence of water and the usual instability of the saturated m\aterial make this _ 
method unworkable. 

The most common method of lining is to pour concrete into the annular ’ 
. space between the excavation.an h a cylindrical mould. Thickness of lining varies - 

from 5 to 15 cm with dimensions ab&t midway between the two extremes being 
most- common. In general, the thinner ihe lining the more skill and care required 
to get an adequate result. Prior to pouring, @is important that the mould be 
levelled and carefully-centered using tha plumb line. The mould is designed so 
that it can be coTlapsed or disassembled for removal after the lining has gained 
sufficient strength. After the first metre, the depth of each subsequent 
excavation is made between five and ten centimetres greater than the height of the 
mould . This leaves a space between the top of the mouldand the bottom of the 
previously cast lining through which concret‘e can be pla,ced b&ind the mould. 
This space must subsequentlyibe trowelled full of concrete. While one metre per -~ ,, _ 

p ” 
day could theoretically be excayated and lined; this is difficult td achieve h 
consistently, especially at greater depths. .,. 

It is important-that there be continuity between successive pourings’. This 
can be ensured by driving lengths of reinforcing rod vertically downward into the 
bottom of the excavation around its periphery where the lining will be placed. 
When the lining is poured t$e upper halve> of the rods’ become part of it. The 
lower halves of the rods are exposed during the subsequent excavation and be&me c . 7 
part of the next section of lining.. 
sections of 1Zning. I r 

THese &ds provide contipuity between adjacent 
0 

i r, ‘-* 

Where moulds are unavailable., a fairly fine mesh of vertical and annular 
reinforcing rod can be set up around-tie periphery of the trimmed excavation. 

-Concrete mortar is then trowelled into the reinforcing mesh and smoothed without 
the aid of a mould. This,: method requires more man-hours, more s&ill and more 
reinforcing rod than the previous method; however,, a good mason can achieve a 
satisfactory result. 
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An alternative method’uses brick or stone as a lining mater&l. It is 
necessary to pour a reinforced concrete sill or ring at the bott:m of each level of 
excavation on which to lay the brick or stone lining. This ring must extend well 
into an annular groove around the bottom of the excavation, so that it will support 

* , 

the lining above it’after it is undermined. . I 1 
d I 

This method, minimizes the quantity of concrete, reinforcing rod and mould’ 
needed, but it increases the man-hours and skill required. It is also difficult to 
seal .out surface water with this kind of lining. 

” Some efforts are being made to manufacture fibreglass half rings which 
can be easily installed instead of using concrete. So far the fibreglass appears 
to be rather costly and certainly requires sophisticated manufacturing techniques 
not often available where self-help wells are needed. - _ 

a 

MOULD 7 

.g. 44 Excavating wd lining large diameter well. (a) excavate and ‘\ 
trim first metre inclusing support groove; (b) drive reinforcing . 
rod into sides and bottom of excavation, place,mould and pour 
concrete ; (c) remove mould and excav:pte and trim next metre i 

of depth; (d) cfrive reinfortiiirg rod itit0 sides $nd bottom of / . 
exc’avation, place mould and pour con$rete >,, 

,- ’ ,. h 
r . ’ 
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SYSTEM II: EXCAVATE TO WATER TABLE. THtN HL’ILD LIKING CPWhR” 
‘G 
2 

2. Requirements Colla~s~blc mould, pea,,- t 
forcmg rod. concre,e. 

I ‘\ 

SYSTEM III: S INK PRE-FORMED CYLINDRICAL LINING BY UNDERMINING 
1 

A Precast reinforced *’ B. Brrck or s,one 
i 

CI. Prefsbricated D. Vcrucal 
Type of llntng concrete caisdon DO rclnr~rced steel C.aLSSO” planks supp- 

. . ro”cret*‘c”ttmg, orted by I”- 
ring i terim- horl- 

zon1al rings 

Cyllndrtcal c.al,son haa Cutting ring ,s recast Cyllndrlcal steel Planks are sharp- 
:, a cutting edge at bortom. and love+ to Ltorn w,,h curt,ng edge ened on lover end 

It may cdnsist of two or Cusson 1s latd up o” a, hmtom and and mre hammered 

1. DescnptLo”’ more Seclionl fasw”J3l ring. Special blwks necessary re,n- dam ,nd,v,dually 
tog+hel‘ securely or ,t may be used so rhar lorang ribs... aq fxcavaring 
may-be monolxthlc, made re~nlorc~ng rod may PFXMIS. 

from SUCE~SSIY~ pass through1 them for 
paur1ngs. _-, added srrength . 

Concrete, rdorcing Concrete, rd,nforclng Cyllndrlcal steel Plank. support 
rod, moulds for uirerlor red, mould for cutlag metal fabrlcauon rings of steel or 

ring. br,ck of stone. mema for lover- Iamrnar’ed wood. 

2. Requrements 
mg ,nto well. 

- . 
/ 

. 

I I 



While System II is somewhat faster ahd easier than System I and shol 
~qeld a lining with a mlnlmum of dlscontlnultles it cannot be recommended due 
the safety hazard inherent in working .at the bottom of an unlined shaft. t 

.lld 
to 

cd 
I‘t 

F1g. 43 Precast concrete caissons being set into a well excavated 
to the water table without lining 3 

System III (Table 3) consists-of sinking an open-ended, pre-formed 
cylindrical caisson%by means of excavating inside it and under its edges, thus 
allowing it to desc-end under Its own weight. This is the only practical system 
for excavating. below the water table, since the sides of the excavation do not 
generally haGe enough strength to support themselves when iaturated. For this 
reason System III is almost invariably used to finish wells which were lined by 
either System I or System II above the water table. In addition, a well may be 

e 
.. 



Well canstructed by undermining precast concrete caissorps 
4 starting at ground surface i 

li s 
\ ~~ - ,~-.__ 

lssons are normally desigqed so that their height may be aagmented as 
3gresses. This helps to keep the size and weight of units 4%hich must be 
more manageable levels. Height augmentation can be accotiplished by: 

using moqlds to pour new concrete sections integrally on! 
top of the‘,,old. In thi,s case,. there should be a continuity ‘:,, 
of vertical reinforcing rod from one section t6 the next; 

gra ally l’a-vng up brick or stone to form a caisson of.the 

“k 

j 
desire height on top of a reinforced concrete cutting ring; 

adding preformed sectlons on top of existing sections. 3 

case it IS extremely important that successive sections be securely 
to prevent separation during sinking or when, in use. 

. . . 
veral meth‘ods have been developed for connecting precast concrete 
ctlons (Figure 47): 

e bottom caisson section can be cast with three or four long 
el rods protruding vertically upward from it. Subpequent 

4 
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sections are cast with vertical holes through them, so that they 
t can be slid over the .rods. The rods can be threaded at the upper. 

1. end and nuts used to .Qold the stack of caisson’secti6ns together. 
.- 

Cb,> Three or more” steel rods, straps or cables extend vertically from 
bottom to top along the inside surface of the, caisson stack. Each 
1s equipped with appropriate hooks to fit over the top and bottom 
of the stack and with a’ tensioning device td hold the stack together 
securely. 

Cc) Cd) 
Fig. 47 Methods for attaching caisson sections. (a) caision sections 

Tith precast holes slid 6ver rods ; (b) sections, held together 
with pods 07 straps; (c) steei tabs protruding ‘into well; 
Cd) steel plates anchored into sectiolis / ‘~ 

(b) , 

i 

. 

l 
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(cl Hor%zontal steelJabs at three or ‘more locations near the top and 
bottom of each caisson section protrude a few centimetres into the 
well. The tabs at the top of a caisspn section are bolted to 
matching tabs at the bottom of the succeeding section thus connecting 
them. 

Cd) Small steel plates with bolt holes are set flush the ‘top and 
bottom surfaces of. caisson sections. These pl are anchored 

. into the caisson by welding them to vertical pieces of reinforcing.. 
rod prior to pouring the caisson. When the concrete for the casing 
is poured, a small amount is omitted around the plate. This allows 
a short bolt to be inserted from behind one plate.---The bolt extends 
through the hole of a matching plate in the adjacent caisson section 
and a nut is used to fasten the two sections together. After all the 
nuts are tightened the concrete which was omitted around the “ 
fastening plates is trowelled into place. .This method has a slight 

‘. advantage over+he previous two, since no fasteners protrude into - 
the well. 

- 
., .I 

In addition to masonry caissons, 
sometimes used. 

steel, plank and*- brick cai_ssons arg 
Steel caissons may require fabrication&ill-s-&rid equipment not 

available near the well site. Plank caissons consist of vertical planks with the 
lower ends sharpened and arranged around interior support rings. As excavation 
proceeds, the individual planks are hammered downward. The life of a plank \ 
caisson would generally be considerably less than that of a masonry’casing, 
particularly the parts exposed to air from time to time. 3 

P 
.The arr&gement~for allowing water to enter t 

the caisson (Figure-48.) is probably the most crucial fe 
frequently its least satisfactory feature. It sometimes 
heel” of an otherwise well constructed well. 

lthrough the sides &‘f 

‘. . 

‘2; 

(a) 

. 
_I 

Fig. 48 
,,.. 

Methods for a&wing water inflqw through c&$son walls a 
(a) cast holes in caisson; (b) porous concr&e; 
(cl ‘windows’ of perforated stainless steel, plate I 
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Moulds for well caissons are frequentl- -provided with holes through 
& which pieces of small diameter rod can be inse ed. These rods are withdrawn 

after the concrete lndthe mould has partially set, leaving holes through the 
caissonwall by which water may enter the well. Unless the aquifer is’ relatively 
coarse, however, such holes ‘tend to be too few and too largk in diameter. As a 
result fine material in the aquifer may be entrained with the water and carried into 
the well. This will necessitate removal of the fn-te material from the well perlod- 
ically. Gradually lqrge voids may develop in the.aquifer outside the* casing. 
Eventual collapse of these voids may also cause the bottom of the. well to collapse 
rendering it useless. The inflow holes are sometim.es in’clined upward going from 
outside to inside to impede the entrance of fines. ‘It is questionable how effective 
this techniqu’e ,is . Fine gravel may be introduced between the outside of the 
caisson and the well Lining during sinking in an effort to form a gravel pack around ~ 
the caisson. Such a gravel pack can improve permeability and reduce the quantity 
of fines entering the well. 

An alternative is to make the caisso? out of porous concrete. This is done 
by reducing-the, sand from the usual cement-sand-coarse aggregate mixture. A 
suggested ratio of cement : sand :coarse aggregate is 1: 1 :L. Porous concrete 
thus made is considerably less dense and strong than normal concrete. It should ,, 
therefore, be made with more reinforcing and be handl-ed more carefully than ’ 
conventional concrete. This method does, however, provide a large infiltration . 
area and prevent fine material from entering the well. , ’ 

, ’ 

A second alternative consists of making ‘windows” in the caisson walls out 
of stainless steel plate with reasonably fine’perfo A atlons. This can prevent the 
entrance of fines, but since the ‘windows’ make up a rather small percentage of 
the caisson area, the tnflow of water may also be limited. .. .> 

*I ‘f.. 
Other systems use an impermeable caisson,and re&y on water entering from, ” 

the bottom of the well or through well screens sunk vertically into the well bottom 
or forced out radially through ports in the caisson. The’se will be described&-i 
more detail later. . 

, -I 

The caisson is sunk by remov&g a uniform layer of material from the . 
bottom of the we11 working as closely to the edge of the caisson a,s possible. As I. 
sinking of the caisson proceeds, it must be watched closely !o assure that it is 3 
remaining vertical. If one side is sinking less rapidly than tzhe other, excavation 
should be somewhat’ concentrated atethat paint in an attempt to restore the caisson.. 
to a vertical orientation. If the situation persists a chain or cable from the ‘ground 
surface may be attached ‘to the low side of the .caisson and s:rain put on it with.a 
wynch or tackle to retard the descent at that point. ’ 

- . 

As the caisson is sunk below the water table the inflow of water to the well 
begins to impede further excavation. Bailing is then usually. alternated with +diggiiig .I 
This slows progress greatly, and.- not infreduently causes the well digging to be 
concluded at an inadequate depth. I%nstructing or deepenihg the well at jhe’tinie of 
the year when the water is at ..a minimum level may help to alleviate this problem 
somewhat. Where available, motor pumps &-e sometimes used to keep the well 
drained. However, if the well is reason’ably deep, centrifugal pumps*may not have ‘I 
the lift capability required. The practice of putting a motor pump into the well’, . 
where air exchange is poor, is highly dangerous to anyone in the well due tothe ? . 

accumulation of carbon monoxide. The solids entrained in the \r;ater cause 
excessive wear in most kinds of pumps. For this reason diaphragm pumps are . 

’ ., 

commonly used for draining excavations. 
’ ; 

*I. ,‘” i 
5 

A better solution appears to be the development of niethods al,lowing 
excavation to be carried out under water. Such methods are not generally in--ti’ie. ’ 

. An exception is the use ?_f conventicmal power ,cr.ages or &drag lines with +a16 shkll y ( 
ot orange peel type bucke’ts\Aoalagotis methods need to be developed.for ,low 

--A.\ . 
’ 
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sapI-1, labour lntcnslve pro)ec% . T wo poss~b~lltles are proposed: (I) a large, 
heave bailer or mud scow 
dlamkter wells. 

, similar to those dcscrlbed In the scctlon on small 
This could be actuated by workers at the ground level and 

gutded by a worker on scaffolding near the bottom of the well ; and (II) a small , ~ 
.orange p-eel or slmllar t-ype of bucket. Luke the bailer, this would be raised and 
lowered by workers on the ground level and guided by a2orher near the bottom 
of the well. 

The capablllt?. of excavating below water would allow the,calsson to be . 
,sunk to the desired depth and would be an important asset in the constr-uctlon of 
hand dug wells, 

5. J EQVlPMENT FOR RkISiNG AND LOWERLNG MATERIALS 

Since all excavated material must be hoisted up out of the well and all 
construction material for lifilng, caissons, etc. must be lowered Into the we&l, 
as well as workers being raised and lowered multiple times dally, a safe and 
adequtie system fbr doing this must be devised CFigure L$?). 

\ 
i /’ .,.:. 

Fig. 4’9 Caisson being lowered into well by means of overhead 
pulley and steel cable paid out by jeep winch 1 

._ 
‘. 
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. , .A) 
A minimum requirement 1s a strong rope and pulley located quite 

accurately over the centre of the ‘Gel1 at. least shoulder high. It can be suspended 
. from a tripod such as the one shown in Figure 9’or from a cross beam on vertical ) 

supports: In either case, th-k legs or vertical supports should be set In concrete 
or deeply burled tosensure stability when heavy horizontal loads are put on the% 
rope passing through the pulley. The. pulley support, pulley and rope or cable 
used must be capable of supporting the h’eaviest load encountered which ~111 
undoubtedly be the caisson sections. A reinforced caisson sectton one metre high, 
130 cm outside diameter, 
ately 800 kg. 

and a wall thickness of 7.5 cm would weigh approxim- 

weight, 
Sometimes catssons ace made In half: metre sections to reduce the 

This would require as a minimum a manllla hemp rope of 30 mm diameter, 
sa.pulley diameter of 20 cm and a cross” timber of sound, hard wood 25 cm by 25 cm 
~ in cross section if the distance between supports 1s 2.5 metres. Alternatively, a 
steel cable of 12 mm dkameter might be used. lt should be emphasiz.ed that these 
are minimum dimensions. 

i 
Various ,hand winches which have hand cranks, gear reduction, cable . 

drum, ratchets and hand brake can b& purchased for use on well construction 
projects. The reel ,must be large enough to accommodate adequate _cable to reach 
the bottom of the’ well. These are somewhat expensive, and while convenient, 
they are not absolutely necessary. Lowering heavy loads can be acComplished by 
wrapping the rope three or four turns around a smooth round post set securely 
into the ground some distance from the well (Figure 50). Enough friction is . 
developed between the rope and the post, so that workers holding back”on the free 
end of the rope can lower a heavy weight without difficulty. This post should be 
about the height of a man and its top should lean away from the well, so that 
there is no tendency for the rope to work off the top of the post. The heaviest 
load which must be raised is the weight of one man. This can be rai‘sed by 3-5 
workers. The free end of the rope should be run around the brake post and kept 
taut by an additional iKorker to eliminate any possibility of Phe ‘worker being 
dropped. The sa;“ne practice should be. follow”ed when raising excavated material 
out of the well to prottit the worker at the bottom of the well. i 

r 

.& < 
y 
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Fig. ‘50 Lowering a caisson using a brake pdst 
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5.6 M@U LDS 
/ 

Commercially manufacturei moulds for well llnlng-and for cjlssons are 
available. These can give excellent results with only a modest amount of skrll 
and a minimum of labour (Figure 51). Such moulds, however, are relativel) 
expensive and the dcclslon on whether or not to bu\, them depends on how many 
wells are to be constructed, the avallabllltv of the necessary capital, available 
skills and the cost of labour. Less expensive moulds can be manufactured 
locally. These may require sligbtlv more time and skill to obtain a good resuly. 
One .such mould 1s shown In Figure‘32. It consists of a 2 mm thick sheet metal 
facing which is tensioned around two wooden rings, This tvpe of mould can be 
used for lining wells or for forming the lnterlor surface of-kaissons. After the 
concrete has set, the wooden rings can be collapsFd and removed. The sheei. 

> metal can then be removed. CL---F:-. 

IMoulds can be made entirelv of woqd. In this cas;e the facing is usually 
&ade of narrow wooden strips running parallel to the axis of curvature. These 
facing strips are attached to wooden ribs to m&e up sections of a cylinder,’ 
either exterior or interior. These sections must be joined in such.,a way that 
they can be easily disassembled for removal. In order to get a godd surfac.e 
finish, a mould must be thoroughly cleaned and oiled before each pouring. 

n 

The simplest lowest cost mould is one formed by carefully dlggylng the 
deslt-ed shape into the earth and-filling it full of concrete. This, however, 
requires considerable time and skill to attain dimensional accuracy and good 
surface finish. Caissons can be produced by carefully making a cylindrical 
excavation to aqt as the mould for the external surface. A grid of vertical and 
annular reinforcing rod is set up in the mould. Concrete mortar 1s trowelled 
into the reinforcing grid and iS then hand smoothed. In this way the need for an 
internal mould is eliminated. Some means for attaching to the caissons must be’ 
provided, so that they can be lowered into. the well. 

Precast concrete culvert sections can be used as caissons provided a 
means is worked out for fastening them secure $-together. 

t 
Fig. 51” Caisson sections made with comn?erkially f%ricated mould 

/ 

(Note perforations in surface, to ,admjt water) .-’ 
IV 
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CONCRETE WORK 

Concrete frequently plays an important role in well ,construction. 
GGood practice may be especially crucial to the success and useful life of large 
diameter wells. Many books and articles have been written on recomm.ended G 
practices, so only a few principles and rules of thumb will be mentioned here. 

A suitable mix for use on well construction might have an approximate ’ 
volumetric ratio of: 

_-- c ” 1 

Water ’ Portland Cement Fine Aggre,gate Coarse Aggregate 
(sand) (gravel or crushed 

3/L 
stone) 

1 21/2 3Y2 

Water should be clean and only as much used as is necessary to make it possible 
to place the concrete. The smaller the quantity of water the stronger the 
concrete. If the sand is damp or wet, less water will be required. Both sand 
and gravel should be free of fine inaterial such as silt or clay. If necessary, 
these fines can be washed out by spreading the aggregate on a screen and 
flushing water through it. 

Both the sand and the ‘coarse aggregate should have a gradation of size 
in their particles. The largest particles of the coarse aggregate should not be 
bigger than l/3 the thickness of the piece being cast. Concrete which has 
partially hardened in the sack should not be pulverized and used, since it will 
have very low strength. 

If mixing is done by hand it is customary to make a mixing platform of 
thin, weak concrete at least 2 metres by 2 metres. 
batch are measured onto this platform, 

The ingredients for one 
are thoroughly mixed dry’, and then the 

water is added. 
& \ 

When the concrete is placed in moulds, voids can be eliminated by 
running a slender rod up and down repeatedly in the concrete and by tapping 
the‘mould with a hammer. 

Concrete should be cured by keeping it moist for at least seven days 
and longer if possible. Thts will add appreciably to its strength. This can 
he done by keeping it covered with damp sand, soil, straw or burlap. ‘. 

5.z 
Concrete is strong in compression, but relatively weak in tension. .- 

Tke purpose of using steel reinforcing rod is to obtain adequate tensile strength 
without having to make the concrete too massive. Where concrete is cast in 
place, is very well supported by stable material and does not extend over 

7 

large areas, it may not be necessary to reinforce it. however , when concrete 
is cast in one location, moved to another, and then has,questionable support 
as in the case of caissons, reinforcing is a necessity. Normal practice is to 
use two sets. of reinforcing rods at right angles to edch other (e. g. vertical 
and annular in caissons). The two sets are bound together by light wire at 
intersection points to form a rigid grid. Normal practice in a caisson.cight 
be 6 mm or 8 mm rgnforcing rod on lo-15 cm centres in bo8-1 directio,ns.; Any 
dirt or rust should be cleaned from reinforcing rods before use. 

-- 
‘3 . 

b 
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C‘ertaln dangtrs are Inherent 111 the construction oi Large diameter wells. 
Every effort should be made to rnlnlmlLe haLards. 

The danger o‘f cave-ln can be effectlvelb. ellrnlnated II\. T~nlng each rnctre 
of excavation as It 1s made. I‘wo other types o? accidents ca;l happen: 1 

1. The worker at the bottom of the well being struck b; a 
falling object : either the b*et used for remov.lng 

, excavated maternal, a tool or other piece of cqulpmcnt. 

11. A worker falling into the well either when working 
around it or when entering It. , 

J. 
The first t-ype of accident can be minimized by: .?- 

a. having a permanent attachment between the bucket and 
the rope and always,having the free end of the rbpe’ 
snubbed around the brake post; 

b. having any tools or equipment which must be used near 
the edge of the well attached to a securely anchored 
cord and keeping the ground around the well free of 
any debris or excavated material; .! 

cl. providing the worker in the well with a hard hat. 
Needless to say, a worker shbuld never be ln the 
well when a heaLy piece such as a caisson 1s being 
lowered. 

Accidents of the second kind can be avoided 6y: 

a. keeping the ground around the well &en and free of 
obstacles ; 

b. keeping the free end of the rope secured at the brake 
post f so that It can be grabbed by anyone who loses 
hl s balance ; 

C , provldlng an adequate bosun’s chair for the persqn 
entering the well and always keeping the free end of 
the rope snubbed around the brake post while raising 
or lowering a worker. Locally made rope may not b& 
reliable or durable. For this reason, us+ of manilla 
her@ rope 1s recommended as a safety pr&Faution. 
Rope should be inspected frequently for datiage or 

z wear. It should also be kept as free of dirt and grit 
as possible. 

A rope ladder’ may be used’to enter and exit from the well, but this is 
quite tiring for the workGr. Particularly in warm climates, the bottom of a well 
is a hot, stuffy place to work. After the well has reached a’certain depth, 
consideration should be given to ventilating the well. Such devices as large 
blacksmith’s bellows or hand-powered blowers connected to large diameter 
tubing have been used. . 
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. 
FINTSHING LARGE DIAMETER WELLS 

2 0 

When the water in laree diameter wells is drawn down‘“considerab1.v I 
below its static level the presiure exerted on the material at the bottom ‘ofithe 
well by the water in the well may be ,appreclably less -than the pressure exerted 
on it bv the water surrounding the well. Under these circumstances a so-called 
“quick” condition can occur causing the bottom material to heave or flow upward, 

s partially filling the well. This is an indication that the caisson is not 
sufficiently permeable and is offering too much resistance to the inflow of 

/’ ,’ 

water from the aquifer. . 
.1 ‘3 I 

If the bottom material which flows in is repeatedly. removed, a cavity 
can form around the outsid; of the caisson. The collapse of this cavity can’ 

, 

sertously damage or destroy the well. 

This problem ca.n be remedied by weighting the bottom of, the well 
either with a disk of porous concrete or with a layer of medium to coarse 
gravel or crushed stone. In either case a thickness or depth of 20-25 cm 
would probably be. sufficient. 

A better long range solution is to find methods for improving the . 
porosity of the caisson, thus reducing its resistance to inflow. 

\ All large diameter wells should have a-parapet approximately waist 
high. In addition to greatly reduci;ng the risk of children, adults and animals 
falling in, it also greatly reduces the amount of debris which is blown or 
kicked into the well. I.. 

..C *‘ 

The type of construction around the top.of the well is determined, by 
the function of the well. If it is intended for domestic water supply, a circular 
olatform of imnervibus concrete should extend out from the well 2-3 metres . * 
‘The platform ihould slope away from the well. In one case a rim around the 
outside of the platform was designed to collect all spilled water which was 
then led to a livestock watering trough. In any ,case, spilled water should 
be drained away from the well. ’ ;: 

lf the well is to be used for irrigation, the type of water raising -. 
device will determine what kind of superst.ructure i-s needed. If a hand or . . 
motor pump is used, the top of the well can beaclosed with a precast concr te 
slab, ihus*eliminating a source of contamination. 
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0. HYBRID WELLS ._..^ 
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The difficulty of constructing large diameter wells which adequately . 
penetrate the aquifer and which.combine minimal resistance to inflqw through the 

.: 

caisson with structural stability has led to some modifications. Two of these 

.: incorporate well screens of the type found in small diameter wells into larg’e 
L 9 4 diameter wells. In both systems an unperforated large diameter caisson..is sunk 

1 a certain distance below the water table. In the first system (Figures 53 and 54) 
one or more well casings with well screen are sunk vertically into the aquifer ii 
below the large diameter caisson by one of the methods described for small 
diameter ,wells. Since it is usually feasible to sink the casing to any desired 7 - 

-. depth, the possibility for placing the well screen in highly permeable material 
‘- i i-s good. The combination of. increased depth and permeability ran result ina 

w,ell with increased field. @rice inflow is through the vertical pipe(s) the ‘, 
bottom of the well can be st&i,lized with a layer of concrete. i 

. . . 

rp*” 
,,,, “,,,“..’ 

I . 

Fig. 53 

. 
STATIC: WATER LEVEL 
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Large diam&er well with vekcal casing &d screen 
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‘I‘hc second system (I-lgure 53, sometimes Falled a collector well, uses 
well screens whlih extend out horlzontakly and radially through the wall of the 
CtIlSSOII. These screens are slmllar to large drlvc points and are forced out into 
the aqulfcr through precast ports 111 the caisson by means of jacks. 

. 
; 

* 

& 
F1g. 5; Large diameter well with r&Tal well points 

..’ 

* 

,. 
. 

r’ 
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7. ’ NON -VER%G.AL WELLS 

The infiltration gallery is a horizontal chamber constructed below the 
water table. It is used where large inflow area is needed due to low permeability. 
It IS constructed by excavating a large trench. This trench is lined with gravel 
and a row of precast concrete cylinders is laid along the axis of the trench to 
form the gallery. Joints are left open enough to permit the entry of water. The 
gravel pack is completed around the gallery and -the trench is backfilled. 
Provision is made to pump water from the gallery. Where it is desired to purify j/ unclean or silt-laden stream or river water an infiltration gallery can be :, 
constructed parallel to and a short distance from the stream. 

Ghanats (also K anats , Quanats , etc) are slightly inclined tunnels the upper end 
of which intersects the water table usually- in alluvial material at‘the base of a 
mountain or foothill. Water flows along the floor of the tunnel until it intersects 
the ground surface at some location of lower elevation. Vertical shafts extend 
from the ceiling of the tunnel to the ground surf&e. These serve t& dual 
purpose during construct-ion of providing ventilation and as an exit for the 
excavated material. Ghanats have been constructed in the Middle East for the 
past 2 500 years. They may be several kilometres long and have been used both 
for irrigation and municipal water supply. Manv are still in use in certain 
regions 0 f Iran (Photo, page 78). I I - 

GHAN, T A’ 

GROUND SURFACE 
. 

. 
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8. ) HEALTH ASPECTS 

3 

Health aspects need to be considered during all phases of.the well . , 
construction and operation. Such considerations include : 

Avoiding areas of poor water quality 

Shallow .wells penetrate only the upper part of the griundwater body 
which characteristically is of the poorest quality. A check should be made on 
other wells in the area since this will give a good indication of the quality that - 
can be expected in the new w@l. If a high salt content is suspected, a water 
sample from the new well should be sent to a laboratory to determine its usability 
for drinking. Deepening of such wells can sometimes improve quality. The 
deepening can be done with a small diameter tubewell in some cases or by using 
a reduced size concrete wall. 

Proper location of the well to avoid contamination 
, 

A simple survey of pa%t activity in the area will assist in well location. 
A well should not be constructed in a contaminated area. As a general rule a 
well for drinking should not be lot ated within 50 metres of any. contaminated 
areas such as livestock pens, old washing areas, sanitation facilities or heavily 
contaminated streams or channels. Even though such a facility has been removed 
from the area, it is possible that contaminatiop will remain in the ground and 
continue to enter the groundwater for several years. In addition these types of 
facilities should not be built in the area of the completed well. - 

. _ d . 
, Proper well desi.gn to prevent contamination 

i The greatest source of well contamination is from, water entering the well- 
head or from water moving down the outside of the casing. .Providing a water- 
tight seal araund the outside of the casing (concrete or other compacted material) , 
is very effective in preventing movement of water around the casing.. This seal 
should extend from the surface approximately one metre or more down. In addition 
providing a sloping concrete apron (or other suitable material) around the well ” 
w-ill facilitate drainage of excess water away from the well. Facilities must also 
be provided to dispose of the drainage water such as percolating it some distance 
from the well or using it to irrigate vegetation in the area, or fur cattle watering. 

1 In addition to the seal’ around the casing and the sloping apron around i 
the well, the we1 above ground level and precautions ’ 
taken which prev or other contamination from entering the 
well. 

Health safety precautions during well construction 

Various types of contamination can occur during construction of the well 
and all efforts should be made to minimize these. All equipment should be cleaned 
prior to use in a new well since the s&l ‘on digging equipment that was used ifi 
anrother area is one source of contami&ion. Chemicals used in construction work 
should also be stored a safe di&ance away from the well. Hand-dug wells, are 
especially susceptible to contamination from the workers. This risk can be 
reduced by simple, hygienic precautions during construction. -..- Above all, defecation- _ 
within the well or in the immediate vicinity of the well should be strictly prohibited. 

Disinfection of the well prior to use 

Even’though precautions are taken durirl,8 construction, all wells sh,ould be 
. disinfected prior to use. Especially in the case Bf hang-dug we 11s) this should 

* f 
>t: i . : 



,lncIude scrubbing the walls of’ the well with a suitable dlslnt’ectnnt. OIlcJ 01‘ the 

mcst easll~. obtalnabl t’ and effective d~slnfectants IS ~OI~I~OI~ household ihlor~ne 
bleach whl~h s.hould be tilluted I : 5~’ (1 part chlorine 
to glvc a ihlorinc solution. 

t>lcazti to 50 parts of water) 
‘I‘0 provde tt115 d11ut1011 ( the volume of water ln the 

well should be estimated and the appropriate dlslnfectant poured III: however 1 
the total \.olume of hou~eh~lti ihlorlne bleach used cs.Jiould not exiecd ,: Iitres. If 
a pump IS installed on the well the well should the&‘be pumped for a short period 
of time with the pumped water returning into the well. This will dlslnfect the 
pumping equipment as well as mix the well w?~<er and dlslnfectant. ‘l‘he wflshould 
then be allowed to stand for several da~,s (Z-5 days) to allow the chlorine to 
dlsslpate. Prior to llse the well should be balled out or pumped until the smell of 
chlorine 1s falnr. The remalnlng chlorine 111 the well will dissipate 111 a few davs,~ 
and cause no problems In using the well. It‘ a dlslnfectant other than household 
chlorine bleach IS used, check to ensure that it will dlsslpate or can be removed 
from the well. hlany dlslnfectants are very effective but leave a residue which 
ma>- be harmful <since they were never intended to be used for drinking water or 
rhey ma?’ prove to be very dlfflcult to remove. 

Health safety precautions In operatlnq the well 

W hen the well has been completed, the key to its continued use as a safe 
drlnklng water source ~111 be the user. Tralnlng the local people 1:’ simple health 
safeguards 1s the most effective control measure, 
well deslgri will also assist. 

although simple precautions in* 
As a general rule, no washing or cooklrig should be . 

permltted In the well area and proper dcslgn of the well head can dlscdurage this 
practice. Defecation or urlnatlon in the well area should be prohlblted. 
Entering the well should also be prohlblted except when required for maintenance. 
If this 1s needed, after maintenance the well should again be disinfected. Animals 
should not be permltted In the well area and their watering faclllties should be at 
a safe distance.. The apron around the well should be kept as clean and dry as 
possible to prevent mud forming around the well which can be a breeding area for 

’ hookworms and other Infections. Where a pump is not used, a community bucket 
and rope should-be provided to prevent well contamination from unsanitary buckets 
used to draw water. Efforts should be made to prevent this community bucket from 
being set on the ground where It may pick up contaminated soil which is then returned 
to the well on the ‘next water draw. Where pumps ar$ used, they should be self- 
priming; if not, a suitable clean water supply should be provided for priming to 
prevent contaminated water from being used. 

* 

The methods used to prevent contamination of a constructed well will 
ticpend s,trongly on the local customs and habtts. 
1 lght of possible 

A quick rcvlew of these in the 
contamination will prove most useful ln suggestlng prevention 

measures. Public education will be the chief mechanism in implementing these 
prevention measures: however h this must be co-ordinated with an adequate 
maintenance programme. Without proper maintenance of the well all measures 
to prevent future contamination may fall. Sometimes two people are asslgned 
each day to raise the drinking water for the small village and .no-one else is 
allowed on the apron. This c.ustom or some variety of it will be easily accepted 
If it 1s similar to existing habits. 
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AVAILABlLlTY OF SKILLS AND MATERlAiS. 

The skills and materials available for’self-help projects vary greatly, - 
even within different localittesf a given country’. The methods or. techniques 
selected wilP be strongly tnfluenced bx. local availabllities. Any technique . . 
which relies on specialized equipment or materials imported from a distant 
country cannbt generally,be considered suitable “for self-help projects. On 
the o.ther hand some mahrials which are routinely imported and are almost 
always available locz?Ily may be used in limited quantities if their prices are 
not prohibitive (e. g. pClement, pipe, etc. >. In general, however, self-help 
p%jects should use indigenous materials to the greatest extent possible. 

. . 
Where skills are not locally available, they can frequently be taught 

and the upgrading of skills might be considered as important hs the finished 
project itself. l$ 

’ Table 4 shows three arbitrarily chosen levels of skills and materials 
available. Frequently a given country may have a relatively high level in and. 
around population, centres with lesser levels in the more remote regions. 
Since it is precisely in more remote regions t&at self-help projects are most 
needed, it is prob,ably better’.to err in the direction of simplicity and l.abour 
intensity than in’the direction of technical sophistication.. 

Table 4, Levels of Skills and Materials Available . , 

LEVEL 

I 

II - 

\k--L 

111 

, ’ 

. 

SXI.LLS AND FACILITIES 
- 

’ a 
Blacksmith with traditional equip: 
m-ent and capability of forge 
welding. 

%, 

Carpenter with limited hand tools.’ ’ 

-,- -w.--- v+=e=*. - 

Blacksmith with traditional equip- 
ment plus hand-powered drill 
press, grinder, and hacksaw’ 
and oxy-acetylene welder. 
Carpenter with all common hand, isi ’ 

btools , sheet metal workers, 
‘stone cutter and/or brickmaker, e 
mason. 

As above, plus: machinist with 
metal working machines (lathe, 
mill etc. 1, arc welding equipment ; 
sheet metal fabricating equipment. 
Engine mechanic. . 

, 

MATERIALS _, ’ se. 
I 

yood, stone, steel 
dqms, parts from dis- 
Farded vehiclgs arid: 
machinery, locally 

As *above plus: brick; I 
cut stone 
sawed lumb~?te~~~& :” 
metal, p!pe, ieinforcing 
rod’, ,common’..s’tructuraI 
steel (angle iron, ‘iron’, 
channet, etc),, threaded 
fasteners, manilld rope, 
steel-cable, chain. * : *, 

Y 
As above plus : engines,. 
‘winches ,,, pumps r ~drive 
points ,a@ pipe, well’ 
screen, plastic pipe. 

7’ 
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’ 1976 Development Group Ltd. , London. “. 
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. NOiE: ’ 
1 

, In addition to the formal publications li’sted above, there are many informal reports on 
’ kell construction within,governmental agencies responsible for public worKs ,. public 

health, development and agriculture, 
’ and secular. 1 

and within voluntary agencigs , both religious 
>. 
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Small diameter (10 cm) village self-help well 
equipped with hand pump c) 
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with slkder bu 

4 

,____ ” . . . . -- 

Simple drilling apparatus using motorcycle wheels and 4 inch 
pipes 



Srpall diameter (10 cm) villa,g:e sell-tlclp well c’cju~pp~~l wlth sleridct- well Ijucjict 
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Large diameter self-help well equipped with animal-drawn skin 
bucket and small rescryolr for lrrlgatlng vegetable crops 

Large diameter village self-help well. (Note rim around 
platform =to divert spilled water to animal watering trough.) 





Traditional animal-drawn, skin bucket on large dlameter.,well .used in:’ 
Irrigating orchard 



’ Students learn’lng to repair village well pump 
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Debris from vertical shifts of a.Ghanat 
, 

in alluvium 
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Irngation practice and water management, 1971 (E* F’ S‘)- 
Irrigation canal lining, 1971 (E”” F**” S’*=*) 
Design criteria for basrn irrigation systems, 1971 (E”) 
Village irrigatron programmes - a new approach in water economy, 1971 (E’ F*) 
Automated irrigation, 1971 (E’ F* S**) >i , 

Drainage of heavy soils, 1971 (E’ F’ S***) 
v 

Salinity seminar, Baghdad,.1971 (E‘ F’) 
Water and the environment, 1971 (E’ F‘ S’) 
Drainage materials, 1972 (E‘ F’ S*) 
Integrated farm water management, 1971 (E* F’S*) 
Planning methodology seminar, Bucharest, 1972 (E* F*) 
Farm water management seminar, fvlanila, ;1972 (E’) 
Water-use seminar, Damascus, 1972 (E’. F’) .G 

Trickle irrigation, 1973 (E* F* S’) B 

Drainage machinery, 1973 (E* F!) 
Drainage of salty soils, 1973 (E’ F* S*) 
Man’s influence on the hydrological cycle, 1973 (E* F* S**) 
Groundwater seminar, Granada, 1973 (E* F* S**) I 
Mathematical models in hydrology, 1973 (E*) 
Water laws in Moslem countries, Vol. 1, 1973 (EC FT A***) 
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Water laws in Moslem countries, Vol. 2, 1978 (E*) 
Groundwater models, 1973 (E*) 
Water for agriculture, 1973 (E** F** S**) 

’ Simulation methods in water development, 1974 (E** FL* S**) 
Crop titer req&rements (Revised),. 1977 (E* F* S*) 
Effective. rainfall, 1974 (E*“F* S*) ’ 
Small hydraulic structures (Vols. 1 and 2). 1975 (E* F*** St) ( , 
Agro-meteorological field stations, 1976 (E* F*** S***) F 
Drainage testing, 1976 (Et F*** S***) 
Water quality for agriculture, 1976 (E’ F+ S*) 
Self-help wells, 1977 (E*j+- 

Availability: February 1978 ’ 

E - English 
F - French 
S - Spanish ‘, 
A - Arabic 
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* Available 
l * Out of’prlnt 

. 
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l * l In preparation 
*+** New edition in preparation in the FAO Land and Water Development Series 
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FAO IrAgation and Drainage Papers are available through authorized 
FAO Sales Agents or directly from Disffihutiln and Sales Sect&n, 
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FAO Via delle Terme di Caracalta, 00160 Rome, Italy l ’ , ? 
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